YOU’RE NOT SELLIN’,

THEY’RE BUYIN’!
By Tom Woodcock
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SECTION A: “ALL ABOUT YOU!”
Chapter 1

Should you be a salesperson?

The first question any salesperson needs to honestly ask themselves is simply, “Should I be a salesperson?” Selling is a real career
choice, not the last work option available. Many people are thrust
into sales because they have excellent product knowledge, extended
length of service or an outgoing personality. These are lousy reasons
to be a sales rep. Often these people are told they’d be GREAT in the
sales field and will make a ton of money, by people who have no clue
what it takes. What a con job!!! This shows the lack of insight the
person relaying these thoughts has concerning sales people.
Sales reps are the backbone of any revenue generating organization. Without quality sales reps, accountants have nothing to count,
HR departments have no resources to hire and warehouse people
have nothing to stock. It’s amazing the level of jealousy and absence
of respect there is for the sales field and many sales reps. This perception may be self created by sales people themselves. Sales reps
themselves need to look at their careers as legit and take pride in
their craft before anyone else will. It’s time for a change!
I had a VP tell me to convert a mechanic into a sales rep because
he was “likable” and had a ton of product knowledge. Problem was,
he had a problem with profanity and could hold a conversation for
no more than 2 minutes without letting some four letter words fly.
Needless to say, his numbers were terrible and he went back to turning wrenches!
Before you venture into the competitive world of sales you really
need to seriously analyze whether it’s truly your cup of tea. Even if
you’re already in a sales position, take a moment to review this section and take the evaluation at the end of this chapter. If you jumped
into sales because Aunt Fanny said you’re just like your Uncle Frank
who’s made a killing in vacuum cleaner sales, you’re already behind
the eight ball. Successful sales reps study their trade and get the
training necessary to be as prepared as possible. Product knowl1

edge is NOT the basis for a sales career. I’ve sold everything from
big dollar, complicated machinery to pots and pans. Guess what?
The dynamic is exactly the same no matter what anyone tells you.
A pot cooks food, a backhoe scoops dirt and a mattress supports
your sleep. Yet in selling all these items, I was pounded with product
knowledge by people that analyzed what made all this stuff tick.
Gee, that’s great, but will people buy it? You see it’s not how well
you SELL that moves product, it’s simply do people want to BUY
it! The old saying is true: “You can’t sell ice to Eskimos!” If people
don’t need or want the product’s performance factor, you’re wasting
your time. Your job as a sales rep is to determine if you’re capable of
matching product to consumer in the most profitable fashion possible.
Here’s another myth: “The sales rep determines what a product
will be sold for.” Guess what? WRONG! I haven’t seen a sales person yet take out their wallet and pay for the customer’s order for
them! To be truly successful long term you need to learn the buying
practices of people. Start with yourself. Why do you buy when you
buy? How many different buying habits do you have? What do you
buy that requires trust of the sales source first? (mortgage, doctors,
lawyers…) What do you buy simply by price? (gas, Christmas lights,
pencils…) What do you buy based on relationship with sales personnel? (house, car, stock…) You see?
There’s way more to this sales stuff than meets the eye. You really
need to ask yourself if you are committed to put in the time to study
these buying hot buttons and how to recognize them? This is only a
single part of the equation. A career in sales is no less complicated
than any other technical field. Sales managers all over get frustrated
with under performing sales reps and a lack of talent available. The
talent is actually out there but it’s seldom cultivated properly. If you
think your sales manager is going to do everything possible to make
you successful you’re smokin’ somethin’. You’ll normally get a week
or two of direct contact, some factory or primary source product
training then a weekly sales meeting combined with a monthly ridealong if you’re reeeeeally lucky. More often than not a handshake
and a kick in the pants is the training procedure.
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Nope, it’s all up to you! Which is good and bad. Can you keep
yourself motivated? Will you discipline yourself? Will you actively
manage your time and territory? Will you maintain your database?
Can you handle rejection, a LOT of rejection? Will you continually
educate yourself on the sales trade? These are just some of the practical aspects of getting customers to buy your product. Then there’s
the intangibles. Will people like you? Can you carry a conversation
without appearing nervous? Do you have a neat, professional and
attractive image? Do you know how to find customers? CAN YOU
FIND OUT “HOW” YOUR CUSTOMER IS GOING TO BUY YOUR PRODUCT!!!!?
Have I scared you yet? You should be if you answered “No” to
ANY of these questions. These elements are basic to the most average sales reps. To be exceptional you need creativity, an exhaustive
work ethic and extra hours doing the little things. The good news
is if you get your act together you can make a fortune! Good sales
reps are never without work and are always entertaining offers.
Compare yourself to the 20 game winning pitcher. When that pitcher is performing well he’s making big bucks and other teams are
trying to figure out how to get him. He’s not even afraid of letting
his contract expire because he knows he’ll just make more money
in the free agent market. That’s the same principle in sales. If you’re
getting into sales for job security you need to go skydiving and get in
touch with reality! The average rep works for 3 companies through
the course of their career. Your company will be loyal to you, when
you’re producing. Many sales positions don’t have benefits, exclude
Christmas bonuses, don’t come with an office and are evaluated on
performance regularly. That’s just fact folks! I’ve been a rep, but also
a sales manager and sat in meetings when a rep is raked over the
coals while they’re out bustin’ their hump. If you’re wondering if
management has noticed your numbers are down a little, wonder
no more! They’ve noticed!
Still want to be a rep? GOOD! You’ve got guts kid! On the positive
side, sales is a blast! You’re constantly with people, get the rush of
the kill and get to do things socially you may not normally get the
opportunity to do. Truly successful sales people love their jobs and
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wouldn’t want to do anything else. Many companies make the mistake of promoting a great sales rep into sales management. Would
you take a great goal scorer and convert him into a coach while he’s
still producing? That logic is inane. Any executive that thinks this is
a good move is a lousy executive. Clueless! What you need to do now
is begin the process of doing a little soul searching and determine
if you really want to do this. I mean WANT to do it. You need to get
to the heart of your motivation in wanting to go into the sales field.
If you’re hesitant at all it’s not going to work. Trust me! If you’re excited and looking forward to each day in the field, you’ve got a shot.
There are many motivators to going into sales and money isn’t
the only entry on the list. Primary motivators are love of people,
competitive nature, desire for minimal supervision and control of
your own destiny to name a few. EVERYONE wants a good income,
but if you’re in a miserable position you’ll begin to look elsewhere
for employment. Some reps really believe in a product and the need
it meets for the customers. This belief type of motivation is a strong
motivator. It’s tough to help customers buy a product that doesn’t
even evoke your own loyalty. So take a moment and ask yourself:
“Why on earth do I want do this?” Don’t lie to yourself! Even if you’ve
been a decent rep for 20 years, admit you hate it if you really do.
Next, you need to determine if you’re capable of being in the sales
field. It’s important to understand you won’t be able to hit the levels
you want to by working 20 hours a week. One of the first by-products of a non-sales individual in sales is old fashioned loafing. You
may go 90 days at the start of your career with zilch to show for it.
It’s key to keep your activity level and enthusiasm up. Remember,
they’re buying; you’re not selling, so they’ll buy when they are compelled to. I’ll show you how to accelerate that process but out of the
gate you’re building a customer base and that takes time. There are
a million “tricks of the trade” but none replaces true hard work and
skilled time management. Sales work is ALWAYS about numbers.
There are customers buying everywhere and the more you find the
more they buy from you. They’re going to buy from someone so if
you’re not in front of them your competitor gets the biz. Other factors such as close ratio, competitive advantage and inventory come
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into play but not to the degree of number of contacts. This is a big
commitment! Are you up to the task?
Take a few minutes to take the sales self analysis test at the end
of this chapter. Though in itself it doesn’t determine if you should
choose this career, it will open your eyes and give you a good starting point. If you don’t know where you are, how can you arrive
where you want to go? Once again I urge you to answer truthfully.
I’ve managed many sales reps that wouldn’t face facts and floundered in struggling sales careers. This is a true career path, not a fill
in position. The answers are in the back of the book and represent
years of sales management, training and experience. Don’t dive into
a deep depression if you appear to have completely blown it. ALL
sales evaluations are very subjective. The true experts are the reps
tearing it up in the field. Many times they’re breaking all the rules.
Then again, that’s where the creativity comes in. Take the test. You
can do it!
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Sales Self Analysis
1.
a.
b.
c.
d.

I meet with people face to face _____________________.
because I thoroughly enjoy it
because it’s my job
because it’s the only way to get the business
rarely

3.
a.
b.
c.
d.

I usually devote _______ a week to prospecting and lead generation.
10 hours
1 hour
4 hours
20 hours

2.
a.
b.
c.
d.

4.
a.
b.
c.
d.
5.
a.
b.
c.
d.
6.
a.
b.
c.
d.

I spend _____ of my time physically in front of the customer.
90%
70%
50%
30% or less

I estimate I close _________ of every 10 opportunities.
2 or more
a perfect 10
1
less than 1
I learned how to sell________________________.
on my own
through an intense sales training program
through external sales training program
by watching others
Sales work was____________________________.
the only opportunity to advance left
my 1st career choice
what I was told to do
the best option to make more money
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7.
a.
b.
c.
d.

The most important quality a good rep has is____________.
relationship development ability
product or industry knowledge
aggressiveness
good communication skills

9.
a.
b.
c.
d.

When I start a call_______________________.
I’m not sure what to say
I let the customer lead me
I’m in command
I ask a lot of questions

8.
a.
b.
c.
d.

10.
a.
b.
c.
d.
11.
a.
b.
c.
d.
12.
a.
b.
c.
d.

I believe I’m reaching_________ of my potential.
100%
80%
70%
50% or below

When I’m finishing a call I____________________.
always ask for the business
wait till the customer says “okay”
review the presentation
leave and wait to hear back

When I have an issue with a customer I_______________.
place the blame on whoever made the error
take full responsibility
act as if it’s no big deal
defer to my sales manager
I start my day by__________________________________.
simply getting in my vehicle and hitting it hard
reviewing the plan I set and follow it no matter what
working my plan leaving room for surprises
waiting for the phone to ring
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13.
a.
b.
c.
d.

Taking customers to lunch is________________________.
a waste of time and money
an opportunity for a free meal
to difficult to pull off
a way to relax a customer and get inside info

15.
a.
b.
c.
d.

My greatest weakness is_______________________.
none
time and territory management
closing
other

14.
a.
b.
c.
d.

16.
a.
b.
c.
d.
17.
a.
b.
c.
d.
18.
a.
b.
c.
d.

My competitors_______________________________.
eat my dust
are great people
kill me
are targets

I work__________________________.
60 hours a week
50 hours a week
40 hours a week
less than 40 hours a week

My manager is___________________.
no help to me
a great support
a non-salesperson
over suspicious

My company’s product or service is______________.
somewhat marketable
inferior to the competitors
the best available
same as the rest
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19.
a.
b.
c.
d.
20.
a.
b.
c.
d.

My compensation needs to be_____________________.
heavier base/lighter commission
reasonable base/reasonable commission
100% commission
100% base salary

Regular sales training and motivational power ups are____.
another waste of time
a welcome break
educational
essential
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Chapter 2

What’s your sales strength?
One of the initial keys to developing as a sales rep is to discover your sales strengths. Like any athlete, you have abilities that are
stronger than others. By recognizing what your strongest assets are,
you can design your sales profile to best use them. Most reps don’t
even realize how to maximize their strengths. They basically go with
the flow and whatever happens, happens. This leaves way too much
to chance. Why not be conscious of your abilities and use them to
the max? Some may feel this is too touchy- feely for them but if an
athlete knows he has an incredible slap shot he’s going to fire it every chance he gets. An athlete like Lance Armstrong knows he can
smoke his competition in the mountain region sections of the Tour
De France. So he puts himself in the best position possible to move
into the overall lead when he hits that stage. That’s not an accident.
Let’s look at some of the major sales strengths and indicators of
their presence in your sales persona.
“Personality Plus”
Let’s get past the basic “you’re really outgoing” thing. We’re
talking about your SALES personality. Not all sales reps should lead
with the same foot. Your strengths are the drawing factors into gaining the trust of the customer. You’ll be more confident and polished
by getting your strongest traits into the process as quickly as possible. Many reps are trained to lead with product knowledge as a
crutch, but when was the last time you bought something based
on the sales rep’s amazing product knowledge? What you want to
achieve is the statement, “My rep really seemed to know what he
was talking about!” This is NEVER achieved through simply product
knowledge!
To be honest, product knowledge is the training lead in most organizations when they hire or promote sales reps. Well, what good is
product knowledge if you can’t get your customer to buy? This is why
many reps dizzy their customers with their amazing knowledge of
the turning rate of pistons and never hear that their customer wants
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a blue one! I’ve sold millions of dollars of goods with only 2 or 3 key
points of product knowledge. Yes! The cat’s out of the bag! I never
knew the intimate digging details of a backhoe, coil tension strength
of a mattress, or what firing temperature causes the luminescence
of fine china. You know what? Most customers could give a rip! Tell
me, will it do what I need it to do, can you get it in my budget range,
how quick can I have it and will you still be there after I buy it? These
questions are related to your personality as much as knowledge. If
you’re gregarious and outgoing let it show. Customers like friendly,
funny, warm and easy going reps that do so without being cheesy
or nervous. Though this type of personality isn’t mandatory, it sure
helps break the ice and enter into the transaction easily. Be careful you don’t overwhelm the customer or fail to listen. This is very
common with this type of personality. Those of you more reserved,
it’s important you exude confidence. Remember, you’re establishing
trust so if you’re not making a friend out of the gate you need to
be perceived as confident. Just don’t be so cold that your customer
doesn’t connect or feels you’re conceited.
If you can’t exude either of these personality types it will be a bit
more difficult for you. Fear not! There are other strengths to lead
with. Keep in mind, the one personality that the odds are most set
against is the quiet, reticent type. Sorry folks, being the shy type
in sales is like being a 150lb. offensive lineman in the NFL! It just
doesn’t work no matter how hard you try.

“Details, details, details”
Are you a detail person? If this is your sales strength it can be
quite effective. Detail people cover all aspects of the customer’s
needs and match the assets of the product to that need at every possible point. You don’t have to have the strongest personality but you
do need to be able to communicate these details clearly and emphatically. If you overwhelm the customer with details you’ll lose them,
but if you limit the level of information to what they need and request, you’ll gain their trust and confidence. It will be important for
you to have a format that displays your information in a way that’s
easy for the customer to understand and you to explain. Remember,
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you know your product better than the customer in most cases but
you don’t EVER want them to feel belittled by you. They will never
buy if you make them feel inferior.
You must watch your facial expressions if your customer doesn’t
grasp the information right away. A demeaning look can kill a transaction. A detail person must also be careful they don’t get so caught
up in the quest for data that they lose the heart of the customer’s
need. Remember, you’re not sellin’, they’re buyin’! The details that
are most important are the customer’s need or want in relation to
the product’s ability to meet that exact need or want. These are the
core details. Other details can be discussed but always come back
to these central themes. These themes are what the customer is
80% focused on. They may enjoy the added info but trust me, they’ll
decide on your effectiveness in convincing them that your product
meets their buying reasons. Details are great, but only in matching
to what the customer wants to buy!
“Working 9 to 9”
Numbers do play a key in sales. The more quality shots you get,
the better chance for results. Reps that see the most people and are
decent reps tend to get the most transactions. That in itself doesn’t
guarantee success but it sure helps. Close ratio is important but
seeing as many people as possible will only expand your customer and income base. Most people have a fear of getting face to face
with people, so those who don’t automatically have an edge. I’ve had
sales reps claim they know and see a lot of people but don’t. Their
numbers usually reflected it. Here’s a simple formula: If your average sale is $5,000.00 and your commission rate is 25%, your take
is $1,250.00 per transaction. If your close rate is 20%, that’s 10 out
of every 50 people translating to $12,500.00. If you see 50 people a
month that’s $150,000.00 annually. That’s 600 calls a year or 11.5
a week, or 2.5 a day (good luck making that .5 call). That’s nothing!
Getting 10 deals a month in this format is only 2.5 a week. You need
to work at this type of pace to really make a decent living at sales.
Of course this is relative to your industry, product and average sale.
Do the math and know what it will take. This can also help you de12

termine if the position you’re in is worthwhile or not. If you do the
extra and work a few nights and weekends, go to some networking
events and social functions, you’ll smoke your competitors and produce great income levels. Just make sure you leave time for yourself
and family.
Be careful not to become the trade mark workaholic, but most
reps don’t work anywhere near their capacity. Most reps work independently so you must be able to drive and motivate yourself. Those
who work extra and see more people WILL reap the rewards. You
must still follow the other aspects of discovering your customer’s
needs and wants. You then match your product to them. You’ll get
more opportunities to do so the harder you go at it. If the average
rep does 10 calls a week in your industry, do 20! The worst that can
happen is you’ll do the same as the average rep.
“The Expert”
Being perceived as the expert in your field of sales is a great
place to be. It usually takes time to get there but once you are, all
other reps are measured against you. It’ll take a Herculean effort to
get your customers away from you but trust me, some newbie will
come along and dang if he doesn’t work his or her butt off and start
swaying some of your customers. Having the “King of the Hill” title is flattering but it also sets you up as a target. Competitive reps
will assume you’re fat and happy. Therefore, they’ll present to your
customers that you’re outdated, poor servicing and out of touch in
relation to newer, more modern techniques. Hogwash!!!! Use this
level of accomplishment to hammer your competitors and lock in
your customer base even more so. Stay on top of trends, product
innovations and most importantly, changes in your customer’s business structure. If you practice these disciplines in conjunction with
your sales strength of being the perceived expert, you’ll close at
an extremely high rate, get great margins and bury that punk that
thinks he can eat your lunch.
Most reps will never attain this status because they look to sell
deals instead of build relationships and gain accounts. They don’t
understand that they’re not sellin’, the customer’s buyin’! You prob13

ably already understand this premise and have been functioning in
it for years. Ah, be wary my friend because they launch new rookies
into your backyard every day. Any idiot that can read a phone book
will be calling your tried and true customers telling them you suck!
If you do your job right as KING, the second call should be to you informing you of your competitor’s pricing, technique and sales pitch!
Oh Yeah, does life get any sweeter than that!

All of these strengths are subjective and fit into your personality. If you’re sitting there saying: “…none of these are my strengths”
then maybe you don’t have the natural sales ability it takes to be
successful. Some of these strengths are adaptable, a couple not. Determine which one you may have or need and lead with it. Don’t
worry about your weaknesses at this point; learn how to maximize
your strength. Did anyone worry about how well Wayne Gretzky
skated backwards? NO, because to score goals you only need to worry about moving forward in your strongest skills. No different for
you grasshopper!
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SECTION B: “GO FISH”
Chapter 3

Effective Prospecting

Okay folks, time to go fishing! Prospecting is probably the single
most ignored discipline in sales careers. It’s usually at the bottom of
the priority list and is perceived as a “must do” aspect of sales. A key
is to get excited about it. Some may be saying, “Yeah, like watching
C-SPAN!” and can’t imagine actually enjoying prospecting. Well, let
me put it to you this way. Every prospect is a potential sale. Sales
produce revenue. Revenue produces commission and commission is
your INCOME! If you develop an interest for prospecting, the practical application is far less tedious. As you go through various sources
imagine the potential in each contact. Start the evaluation and qualifying process while you’re researching or categorizing data. Now
let’s get going!
“Line Up Your Sources”
Your industry has multiple sources and publications containing
your customer base. You need to find them and subscribe to them.
The prime starting points are the web, trade publications and yes,
the Yellow Pages. This will get you in the flow. Getting the basic information on a potential account gives you the first level of power
in winning it. Right out of the gate you need to develop a database
that you can refer to and organize the information you’re gaining.
NOTHING in sales is seat of the pants as many believe. A well organized database can spit out leads regularly. Collect names, numbers,
business cards and research industries that can use your product or
service. Look for the big hitters. Most contacts will at least see you
and then can educate you on where to go next. Every now and then
you’ll score one too! Take that information and get it down. Organize by categories, hot, warm and cold. Go for the hotties right away!
Good leads are worthless if they’re never followed up on.
The sloppiest case I ever experienced was a rep I managed that
kept ALL his information on Post-its! He had different colors for lead
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quality and had them stuck to the dashboard of his truck. I’ll never
forget the panic attack he had when I was riding with him, opened
the window, and two leads blew out. He shrieked, “Never open the
windows!” Believe it or not he was one of the most talented reps I’ve
ever managed.
There are other sources to use. They’re everywhere. Referrals
from other customers, sales reps from other industries that call on
the same customer base, friends, church members, little league parents or associations, which we’ll discuss shortly. Keep a small note
pad or mini recorder nearby to get the information down. There are
no tricks or miraculous philosophies in sales no matter how many
claim to have the format to make it work for you. This is a science
and a business! If you want to be successful, practice the things that
make it work. Prospecting is HUGE in relation to sales success. Get it
in your regimen and keep it there. Get 5 good, reliable sources and
work them regularly. You need fresh leads weekly and the process
is ongoing. Scour trade publications, newspaper ads, association
newsletters and glean the information. This is your jet fuel!

“Set a Lead Schedule”
The key to maximizing the effectiveness of your information
gathering is to use it. Look at your weekly schedule and set at least 2
hours each for information follow up and generation. That’s a measly 4 hours a week dedicated to keeping your business flow moving
and your pipeline stuffed. Very few people want you to visit them
first thing Monday morning but they’ll take a short phone call from
you. Try setting 2, or even all 4 of the hours then. Another good time
is Friday afternoon as most people are in a pretty good mood. The
problem is a lot of people cut out early on Friday and it’s sometimes
difficult to reach them. The sooner you act on a piece of information
the fresher it is in your mind. Letting leads hang around makes it
easier to discount them down the line as too old. Timeliness is imperative in good lead management.
“Working Referrals”
These are the Babe Ruths of leads! A referral is not just informa16

tion but information with permission. Being able to use someone’s
name in reference to your service, product or reputation is golden!
You always want to make sure you do honor to the person who gave
you the name or information. Talk about that person first and what
you like or know about them. This will get the lead individual talking
about something positive and gain you credibility. DO NOT pressure
the person on the call or misrepresent what the referring person
said. Rarely will someone suggest a person buy just because they’re
a friend of theirs. Don’t infer this. The referral is simply a chance to
get a face to face appointment a little easier. That’s it!
Do your best to get referrals at the end of EVERY sales call? Shoot
for three. Have some format of writing this information down quickly in your planner or notepad. Don’t spend a longtime on this portion
of the sales call as it can make some people uncomfortable. Don’t be
pushy! If they can only give you one name be thankful and move on.
If you set this as a practice you’ll have more leads than you’ll know
what to do with. If you don’t follow this practice you’ll be begging for
leads, and probably income!

“Looking Under Bushes”
A lot of good sales reps will follow a couple of the previous lead
generation disciplines. Average reps may do one and poor reps do
one occasionally or none at all. Well, you don’t want to just be good
or average. You want to be the best there ever was! Then you gotta
look under the bushes. “What bushes?” you ask. Well not George W.
or the shrubs in your front yard. No, the places where lead information pops up out of nowhere. Church events, school picnics, high
school reunions or little league, any place there are those creatures
called people. Leads are funny little animals. They’re hidden anywhere and spring up when you least expect it.
Many reps miss business that’s sitting right under their noses. Why do you think pyramid schemes work? They first have you
approach family and friends because they’re easy sells and they’ll
get you focused in your immediate sphere of influence. You need to
become aware of your sphere and realize there is opportunity all
around. It doesn’t mean you have to be “on” all the time but it doesn’t
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hurt to carry a small pad and pen and jot a note down here or there
to serve as a reminder when you get into your lead generation block
of time for the week.
I’ve heard reps complain they have too many leads at times and
can’t follow up on them all. Well, categorize them as we discussed
and work the hottest. That’s the most ridiculous complaint I’ve ever
heard! No sales rep can have too many leads! Develop an incentive
program for your outgoing friends, family and coworkers to send
you leads. Even if it’s 5 bucks you’ll be shocked how many come in.
The more people you can get working for you the less hedge hunting
you have to do. Build your lead network and ALWAYS express appreciation for the information. People like to know they helped you out.
Tell them when their lead turned into a deal or an account. If you do
so guess what? They’ll send you more. That’s what you want! More,
more, more.
Many people simply don’t realize how important to you the information they’re carrying may be. For instance, say you’ve been
trying to get into an account but the door has been slammed in your
face. Now you’re at your son’s little league practice and your standing next to the same parent you always do. Strike up a conversation
and relate your frustration on the particular account, then the other
parent says: “Oh, I know the company President, we bowl together.
I could probably introduce you if that would help.” Bing, bing, bing!
You hit the jackpot! You’d be shocked how often this type of scenario
plays out. But only for the reps that are constantly looking under the
bushes. So get on your knees and stick your head under that bush.
There may be a pot of gold!
Leads are absolutely golden! They increase your opportunity, develop your contact base and boost your income. The reps I’ve seen
fail are those that don’t actively chase down leads. They’re afraid to
make the call, too lazy and let them sit or discount them before even
pursuing them. This is a recipe for failure in sales. The great reps understand the value of leads and will fight to the death if you try and
take one away from them. I know I myself will freely bite off your
hand if you try and take one of mine! How about you Tiger?
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Chapter 4

Association Dominance
“Get Involved”
There is nothing I believe more in as a tool to advance your sales
influence than trade associations that your customers belong too.
Most of these associations will let vendors in as associate members
simply to boost attendance and dues. This, ladies and gentlemen, is
truly fishing in a barrel. Imagine 20-100 potential customers in one
spot for a couple of hours! Yet, so many reps view this as colossal
waste of time. Well, there’s a title for those types of reps, “IDIOTS”!
Even if you join only 3 associations in your market, that’s usually
only 3 nights a month you need to sacrifice. If your wife or husband
doesn’t like you losing 3 nights a month to your career ask, them if
they prefer you making about 10k-50K less a year. That’s the potential you give up by not being involved. It absolutely blows my mind
how sales reps don’t take advantage of these situations. I really don’t
care if some meetings end up being mostly other vendors. Get leads
from them! If they’re competitors, pry them for info or intimidate
them to their face. C’mon! That’s the game!
Numbers, competition and rubbing elbows are all the backbone
of the sales scene. If you’re currently in sales and not hooked up
with any association go grab a 2X4 and smack yourself upside the
head. What are you thinking? “Well, my company won’t pay the
dues.” Then you pay fool! You’ll earn that back after the first meeting you attend. You’ll spend gobs of money on a palm pilot, laptop
or the latest software program and skip a customer pond!? Yo, Ace,
where are your priorities? Am I being harsh? You bet I am! This is
the difference between men and boys or women and girls. Go get an
application for membership, put it in front of your sales manager
and tell him to sign the company up. If he says, “No”, tell him I said he
was an idiot! Better yet, have he or she call me and I’ll tell them right
to their face. Now that you’re going to join, you may as well work it
to the max. “How do I do that?” you may ask. I’ll tell ya!
“Dominate the Place”
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A lot of reps will join associations but very few will join committees, get on the board of directors or work for the advancement of
the association as well as their own interests. Putting this kind of
effort forth will endear you to the more dedicated members and give
you a good degree of personal and professional development. There
are players and fans. Players are actively involved. They are striving
to become a more and more an important cog in the team. Fans sit
by and watch. Maybe a ball or a puck will fly into the stands and for
a split second they are part of the action. These are the two mentalities taken by reps in regards to associations. A lot of companies
stop paying dues and let their membership drop because reps don’t
take advantage of the opportunity. I not only recommend taking the
opportunity but diving in head first.
Most associations have a membership committee of some sort.
This is an awesome committee because you have the opportunity
to help drive the growth of the association. Bringing growth should
be one of your strengths as a sales rep. You’ll find a natural fit here
and eventually could be steering the membership direction. This
will also give you first shot at all new member data. You’ll be a step
ahead of your competitors to the new members and all your competitors will be perceived as second bananas without as much clout
as you. What a great position to be in! Of course this may require a
whole secondary meeting a month. So what! Do it! Unless average is
a comfortable place for you. If that’s the case you can put this book
down now: you’re done.
The more you deepen your relationships with members of the
board of directors, the more you’ll gain their trust and referrals.
People who actively function as board members usually hold higher
level positions in their corporations and have a greater deal of influence over the membership. If they happen to use your services or
product you have instant credibility. Treat them well and it will multiply. Mess around with them and there is a price to pay. A lot of this
is human nature. W love to associate with people doing like activities as ourselves. These are the type of relationships that can follow
you no matter where you go. I’ve had dozens of reps go from one
company to another looking for the pot of gold claiming they can
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bring their customer base with them. Most cannot and the few that
do only bring at most 50% over. The ones that do bring their base
with them have these deep association relationships. Since most
companies pick up the tab on these groups the primary investment
is time. In this case time really is money. So buck up and raise that
scrawny arm when the call goes out for volunteers for the membership committee. I did, and I’m a chairman of one at this writing. Hey,
what’s good for the goose is good for the gander, right?

“Might I Suggest…”
There are some consistent performers in the association realm.
I’ll suggest a few, but there are countless others for various trades.
Virtually every branch of the construction industry, veterans groups,
technology firms and even CPAs have associations. You know your
field so hit the phone book and find them. Ask a current customer or
even a competitor. You can always go to the Chamber of Commerce,
Popular Charities, Young Executive Organizations, City Growth
Groups and even Zoological Societies. These organizations are full of
customers. It’s amazing how big a secret these groups are. Seasoned
reps know they exist and go to varying degrees. Great reps go often
and know every major event that’s on the schedule.
Start doing your research, call and join. You can usually visit a
meeting free the first time as a guest to get a feel for the value of the
group to your needs. Once you determine the value, jump in head
first!
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Chapter 5

Managing a Database
“What’s a Database?”
I know this sounds like an incredibly stupid question, but actually it isn’t! You’d be shocked how many reps in this generation cannot
relate to the concept of a database. There are still reps out there
keeping their customer notes on Post-its and legal pads. This is the
way they’ve always done it, and it’s worked for 30 years so they ain’t
changin’ it. I’m not even necessarily talking about using a computer
or CRM program! Some of these folks won’t even touch a planner! I’ll
bet if you think hard, a rep like this will come to mind. Sorry folks,
you have to keep your customer information in a centralized, organized and legible format. If you don’t you’ll never EVER convince me
you’re getting the most out of your ability, time or territory. You may
have fooled yourself into believing you are, but you’re a liar! It takes
more time for you to search for your information in that mess of
paper pieces or looking through pants pockets in the laundry hamper. A stack of business cards does not constitute a database either.
That’s no different than collecting baseball cards and throwing them
in a shoebox. What are you 8 years old!? Choose one or even two of
the following formats and use it. Make yourself for your own good.
You’ll be shocked how much time you actually GAIN by taking a minute to get your data in line. Remember this is a career not a fill in job.
“The Good ‘Ol Planner”
This is where I’m a bit old school. I’m a firm believer in using a
planner of some type. I know all the tech heads out there just cringed
in pain, but I’ve never had a planner crash, lose data or use battery
power in the middle of inputting information. Not that laptops and
Blackberries aren’t great tools, but that old book holding your calendar, customer info and expense record will never let you down.
Problem is most people use them as simply notepads. They can be
so much more. You really don’t have to get all that detailed to effectively use them, though some of the manufacturers have elaborate
usage guides and filler designs. Simply running your schedule, mak22

ing call notes and filling up the address book will do you just dandy.
If you at least do this guess what? You have a database! Make sure
your information is accurate, timely and dated. As you go forward in
your week you’ll quickly forget who that phone number without a
name represents or who that order needed in a week is for. Keep the
scheduling section as accurate as possible so you can see at a glance
and know what you have coming up or when you can fit in the person you’re on the cell with. You can even develop your own code or
shorthand and increase your documenting speed. They also double
as a note source you can use in the midst of the call. Customers love
it when you’re taking notes on what they say. It gives them the perception you feel the information they’re giving you is important and
valuable. Prices range anywhere from $15.00 to $100.00. Get the
size and model you’re comfortable with. You don’t want to appear
cumbersome when in front of a customer so I recommend not going
too large. They also serve as a great back up for al of the tech heads
out there. I know it hurts but, GET A PLANNER!
“Gimme a C-R-M”
The latest craze over the last 5 or 10 years has been the advent
of CRM (Customer Resource Management) programs. Whether software for your laptop or hand written, these databases magnify your
effectiveness as a rep. The best allow you to input customer data and
manipulate it to send targeted mailers, e-mails or move customer
information within a network.
It takes a bit of computer savvy to truly get the maximum benefit
out of any program so be prepared for an education process.
Programs of this nature are best when used to aid the sales rep.
Sales managers that use the program to “check up” on sales rep activity entirely defeat the purpose. This will breed falsification and
deceit. If you don’t trust a rep as a sales manager, why is that person
working for you? I’ve always wondered why managers would hire
people they don’t trust. Let’s face it, a high percentage of outside
sales positions are generally unsupervised day to day. Most reps
thrive in this environment but some will take advantage of it. That’s
the risk. If you simply watch the production you’ll know who’s effec23

tively working and who isn’t. If someone is producing here’s a clue,
leave them alone!
Incorporating a CRM program into your daily routine is not that
big a deal. You need to create a new habit in regards to regularly
inputting data. You may enter information in after every customer
contact, at the end of the day or closing out your week. The key is
consistency. You’ll love having the ability to pull up data related to
your last call with a customer or grouping several customers in a
surgical mailing campaign.
This type of database is the top of the database food chain. It
takes a little work to get it up and running and into your repertoire
but once you do, your efficiency level will improve. WARNING! Do
not let activity using your database or CRM program supplant you
face time with customers. Remember, face time is what it’s all about
and the less people you see the less money you make. Trust me, the
one ultimate truth in sales is the more people you see the better
your results!

“What do I do with all the data?”
Aaaaaah, that’s a great question. Many sales reps are great at
collecting business cards and even inputting data but never put it
to good use. First of all organize all that data by one or two categories. For example, pick one or two of the following categories: date,
customer type, geography, or sales volume. List out your top 25, 40,
75 or 100 accounts depending on the customer volume you call on.
Usually 20% of your active customer base. Then determine your
key targets and get a realistic number you can go after per month.
Once you’ve gotten the information in a usable format, determine
how you can max out the use of that data. An example of this is to
design mail groupings of customer types you want to contact regularly by e-mail. You can also sort direct mail campaigns and phone
maintenance schedules. This can be very effective in getting an extra
contact opportunity that you normally wouldn’t have.
Setting up your territory activity is also a by product of a well
organized database. You’ll be able to schedule your call frequency,
travel map and follow up procedures. Filling in around your call
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schedule to increase your overall territory penetration is one result of a solid database. Add in calls that are close to customers you
already have scheduled will get full effectiveness of your time and
travel. The more you can use your database to streamline your sales
activity, the more contacts you’ll end up making. And we all know
what that means: MORE MONEY!
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SECTION C: “TIME IS MONEY!”
Chapter 6

How many hours in a week?

“In Sales, Time Really is Money”
Managing your time in sales is imperative to success. Reps that
fail usually have a history of a poor or mediocre usage of time. Many
sales gurus don’t teach on time and territory management. They believe it’s subjective and all that’s necessary is working harder than
the next guy. BUNK!!!!!! The more efficiently you use your time, the
greater level of customer acquisition and penetration you’ll achieve.
The more effectively you manage your time and territory, the more
time you have for fun and family. Working yourself to death and
neglecting other important aspects of your life will affect your performance and your happiness. Why on earth would you want to work
12 hours a day to make money you don’t have time to use? Ever see
Death of a Salesman? If you take the time to plan your attack, you’ll
cover your territory and customer base and get great results.
“The 2 Hour Block System”
Okay, okay! I’m not big on “systems”, but this one is mine, and it
works! It’s called the 2 Hour Block System. Our work days, (and lives
to some extent), are broken into two hour segments. Think about
it. You run errands in a couple hours, get a workout in a couple of
hours, watch a movie in a couple of hours, eat dinner out in a couple
of hours, call on customers for a couple of hours, do paperwork in
a couple of hours or go to a game for a couple of hours. See? You do
function this way. If you take the simple 40 hour workweek you have
20, 2 hour periods.
How many sales calls can you do in 2 hours, 1, 4, 8? It varies
with the type of sales work. A contractor may only be able to make a
single call. An inside sales rep telemarketing could make 20. It really doesn’t matter as long as you’re maximizing your time. There’s a
three step process to setting the two hour time block schedule.
Step 1: The first step is to determine the average length of your
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typical sales call. Use this formula, if you don’t know. Add up all the
calls you made last week and divide that number by the time you
were truly in the field including. “Voila”! You have your average
length of call. Once you determine this you then have to calculate
how much paperwork and prospecting time you have each week.
This includes doing quotes or bids, expense reports, correspondence and lead generation.
In the second step: take the typical 40 hour work week and divide it into 2 hour time segments. An example is 8a-10a, 10a-12p,
12p-2p, and so on. I know you probably work more than 40 hours
but this schedule is serving as a foundation not a rigid format. When
you have it divided, plug in when you want to do customer based
sales calls, prospecting and general paperwork. This will cause a day
to look somewhat like this:
8a-10a Prospect calling
10a-12p First 2 sales calls
12p-2p Lunch appt & 1 call
2p-4p Next 2 sales calls
4p-6p Final sales call & CRM input
That’s a solid sales day for the rep that has an average call length
of 1 hour including drive time. Remember, this is based on an “average” sales call. Some will be longer and some shorter. That ends up
as 6 calls, a morning of prospecting and tracking the day’s data.
Practicing a schedule like this will lead to success if you have any
sales ability at all. Once again, this is a guideline. You’ll have variations often and that’s fine, but if you have no plan you will never
reach the level of success you hope for. Even seasoned reps can incorporate this type of system and see results. Yes! You can teach an
old dog new tricks. If you’re not incorporating any time management type of system you’re fooling yourself into believing you’re
effectively optimizing your potential.
The last step is veeerrrry simple. Do it! Do something in relation
to organizing your time. Honestly, if you do nothing you really are an
idiot. I don’t care if you’re the top rep in your company, the country
or the world. You’re not maximizing your efforts. I regularly hear
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sales reps say, “I have my own way of running my day.” But when
I ask them what they have going on two days from now I hear the
proverbial, “uuuuuuh…” Not very impressive. It may take some time
getting used to a system, but this works. I met with a woman who
just incorporated this procedure and at first it was like pulling teeth.
Now she swears by it! Imagine if a general put together a battle plan
and then said “well let’s see how the day goes” to determine when to
strike. That would be idiotic! Well, what’s the difference with a sales
strategy? Remember, your time is money, literally! So don’t let the
customer dictate your schedule or even worse, waste precious time!
“Time Killers”
Certain practices continually waste quality sales time. I get so
tired of reps whining and moaning about paperwork or company
meetings when they themselves blow twice as much of their time
with bad practices. I guarantee the best reps are maximizing their
face time with customers and make up for any lost time by scheduling in extra face time in unique ways. The key here is to first be
honest about your own time wasting tactics. It’s the easiest place to
affect your ability to see customers. Here’s a list of consistent time
wasters I have seen in my years of managing sales people. I’ll bet
you’ve practiced or are practicing at least one of them, c’mon be
honest with yourself! No one’s looking!
1. Running personal errands.
2. Going to a call without directions.
3. Hanging out with a friend at lunch.
4. Forgetting a tool or quote for a call.
5. Babbling on the cell phone.
6. Going home during the work day.
7. Meeting husband, wife, boyfriend or girlfriend in sales time.
8. Going to the gym because it’s less crowded during the day.
9. Doing paperwork during sales time.
10. Driving around just to see what’s developing in town.
There are more but I think you get my point. Look, you could
probably do a couple of these things on occasion and not be greatly
affected, but if you continue to do them, eventually your numbers
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will reflect it. No one’s going to simply drop sales into your lap. You
need to go out and get them. If you don’t, guess who will? Your competitor. Don’t fall into the trap of thinking your foe is just like you.
They’re not! You’ve got to keep the edge and maximize your sales
time. If not, your sales career will soon be over!

“Around the World in 5 Work Days”
Aaaah yes! All that real estate and such little time to cover it.
Whoever said the fastest way from point A to point B is a straight
line. Bull puckey! There are customers all along that line. A ton of
reps complain they don’t have enough customers in their territory as they mindlessly drive by twenty or thirty on their way from
one call to another. This is a complete lack of territory awareness.
Take the time to find out as many potential customers as possible
who are located near the accounts you already have secured or have
targeted to go after. Then match up those potential customers to
customers you already call on and try to get in to see them when
you’re going to the account scheduled. Is this rocket science? Then
why on earth don’t many reps do this? Simple. They let the customer
dictate where they’ll go and run around from one side of town to the
other because they’re afraid to ask, “Can I stop by Thursday because
I’ll be right by you.”
“Well Tom, you don’t realize when my customers need me they,
NEED ME!” Oh, lighten up. If the President of the United States was
in Camp David and he was needed in Washington, do you honestly
think he would jump on a plane right away if it wasn’t a national
emergency? You’ve got a cell phone don’t you? How about that snazzy laptop? What about that groovy palm pilot? You’re techno’d out
the wazoo, and you have to run to a customer right away? You’re
like a soccer team of five year olds. Wherever the ball goes they go!
Pass the ball! Use your resources to take care of an immediate need
and follow up with a face-to-face when it’s a better fit. I’m not telling
you to blow off a customer, I am telling you to maximize your effectiveness and reach. Find answers: don’t sacrifice income. Driving 45
minutes to take care of a situation that could have been dealt with
over the phone borders on brain dead. Are you a truly modern sales
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rep or are you still carrying spare change to run to a pay phone and
say, “I’ll be there as quick as I can!”?

“This is a must!”
Time and territory management is not a suggestion but a requirement. Very few sales gurus take the time to dig into this topic.
I feel it is the key to true sales success. It really doesn’t matter how
much talent, charisma or product knowledge you have, if you don’t
have good time and territory management. Maximize your efforts
in a systematic way so you can reach your full potential. There is
NO easy money sales job out there. You can’t show me a sales position that doesn’t require a full blown effort. Anyone who advertises
a position that requires little to no effort is selling a bill of goods.
Many reps complain and moan about how much they have to work
to make decent money. Welcome to the world of sales! If you want
to make serious money and hit your sales targets, get organized and
see as many people as possible. The system outlined above will absolutely work. If you’ve designed a format you’re comfortable with,
excellent. I would still mirror it to this method and make sure you’re
hitting comparable numbers of contacts.
Right now your ego may be saying; “I know my customer base so,
that’ll carry me.” Tell it to SHUT UP! If you function this way, when
you lose a customer you have no methodology to replace them or
gain them back. A sufficient amount of appointments will breed peripheral business through referrals and individual customer growth.
Allowing yourself to lose track of call frequency or regularity is virtually inexcusable. Take the time to realistically look at how you’re
using your time and managing your territory on a regular basis.
Your schedule is consistently shifting in the slightest ways. Don’t let
it begin running you!
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SECTION D: “LOAD YOUR GUN!”
Chapter 7

What are your 6 bullets?

“Load your gun!”
With apologies to all my gun control colleagues, let’s talk about
loading your weaponry. My gun analogy is the simplest metaphor
to describe the sales attack method which effectively eliminates the
competition. The first thing you have to establish is the right mentality when it comes to your competitors. If you don’t set out to defeat
them they’ll defeat you! This is fact baby! I’ve never heard a GOOD
rep say; “Hey, go to my competitors. They’ll do a better job than me.”
This type of attitude is usually taken by average or below average
performers. A true “gunner” goes after every competitor with aggression.
To do this you need to be prepared, guns loaded! Many industries have products priced very closely amongst competitors. This
means you not only need to find separation from those competitors
but also greater features to command higher profit margins. This is
not as hard as it seems. The key is to do the research necessary to set
yourself up for success. Once again a little work on the front end will
save you a ton of effort on the backside. Finding points that define
you as superior to your competitors and committing them to memory will result in a competitive advantage. To me, the magic number is
at least 6. By securing 6 bullet points you will overwhelm most competitive reps that carry 1 or 2 bullets in their guns. Some reps carry
more than 6! Technical data about your product does NOT count.
Anyone can blow out a bunch of technical jargon. Some items that
make up the bullets are as follows:
1. Product performance data.
2. Residual value of product.
3. Corporate history of success.
4. EXCEPTIONAL service results.
5. High level customer referrals.
6. On site inventory.
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7.
8.
9.
10.

Convenient customer technology.
Consistent sales rep servicing.
Fame of product.
Understandable, written guarantees.

Notice what isn’t included? PRICE! Price is not a bullet. It’s a requirement. A competitive, (not lowest), price is necessary. There’s a
top end in the market and a low end. You always want to make it to
the top end of the price scales and how well you fire these bullets
will determine if you can pull that off.
The most interesting and aggressive bullet I ever witnessed a rep
use was a young, beautiful college student that was having trouble
getting separation with a competitor. She was going back and forth
with a customer who kept matching each one of her points with his
current supplier’s bullets. Out of pure frustration she stated, “Well,
is he as hot as me? Who would you rather see more?” She achieved
separation and won the account.
These are not the only bullets. You may have a niche market, a
specialized or innovative product. The bottom line is to have 6 factors that separate you from your competitors that you can easily
recall. Type them out and put them on a small, laminated card. Carry
that baby with you and do a 2 minute run through on your pre-call
practice. We’ll discuss customer hot buttons shortly. Those hot buttons will serve as targets. When one pops up be ready to smoke it!
Your responding to those targets will elevate you and reduce the influence of your competitor, a very enviable position to be in!
“Customer Hot Buttons”
There are specific buying patterns people follow. Part of the
buying dynamic is our nature and personality. The other aspect is
how we’ve been treated in past buying scenarios. Once you get an
understanding of the most common buying hot buttons, you can
begin aiming your bullets at those targets. There are always subtle
differences, but coming to the point of deciding to buy a product is
surprisingly similar amongst people. Let’s take a look at the more
common hot buttons. Here they are in order of priority:
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1. TRUST - The single most important buying hot button. If the
customer doesn’t trust you they will never buy from you. Case in
point: would you buy a car from Osama Bin Laden if he had the best
price? I rest my case.
2. QUALITY - Customers want their product or service to last.
They don’t want to have to buy a replacement to a faulty product or
service.
3. INTEGRITY - Customers want to know you’re really going to
do what you said you’d do.

4. RELATIONSHIP - Customers want to buy from a friend.
They want the reassurance from someone they feel they know they
have made the right decision.

5. VALUE - People want to feel they received proper worth for
their money spent.

6. PRICE - Look, it’s all the way down at number 6! Remember
it’s never about price but cost. People understand they need to pay
a bit more to get a better “value”.
7. REFERRAL - If the customer came through a referral, they
are more inclined to buy from you. “IF” they trust their referring
source.
8. REPUTATION - Does the company, product or rep have a
good reputation in the market?

9. INVENTORY - Is the product or service readily available or
do I have to wait very long? Customers want their item now once
they decide.
10. BRAGGING RIGHTS - Customers want to be able to boast
about their purchase. Is your product or service something they’ll
be proud of?

These hot buttons are important to understand. Most customers
contain more than one. The key is too sense them quickly. Then take
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the applicable bullet and blast it. Hit the hot button after price hard
if price is the true hot button. Price is often quickly thrown out first.
But if you look at the 5 hot buttons preceding it, it’s obvious that a
purchase is never about price.
Anyone buying solely on price is uneducated in the sales process
or is simply lazy in making the purchase. Your job is to relieve fear
by hitting the more important buttons. You can even bring some of
the lower hot buttons into play and surround the price objection.
Don’t get lax and cave in by negotiating on price. My 8 year old son
can beat a price. All you need is knowledge of simple math! You’re
a sales agent so bringing people to the point of understanding the
value of your product or service is your skill, or at least your job!
I’ve managed many reps that have claimed to be very successful and
maybe even have some strong revenue numbers, but their margins
on that revenue are bruuuuuutal! Take the time to find out what’s
driving your customer’s buying impulse. Now let’s look at the 5
most common buying types. These are not all the buying types but
those that occur with high frequency.
“Buying Types”
THE THINKER - This customer acts as though they have all the
answers but really have no expertise. The best way to handle this
customer is to ask their opinion as you go. Ex: “If we did this Mr/Ms
Customer do you think it would work for you?”
THE PROCRASTINATOR - This customer has everything they
need to make a decision but states they’ll get back to you. To get this
one you need to create a sense of urgency. Ex: “Well Mr/Ms Customer I appreciate your wanting to make the right call but inventory
levels and product supplies are tight and we may miss our window
on this quote if we wait.”
THE SCARED RABBIT - This customer is afraid of making the
wrong decision. Reassure this customer they’re making the right decision and that you wouldn’t be in business if people weren’t happy
with your product or service.
THE BRAINIAC - This person is very intelligent and analyzes every detail to exhaustion. Blow them away with some bits of technical
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information they would never know. Gain credibility through just a
small amount of intimate product knowledge.
THE QUICK SELL - These customers are a dream come true at
the sale and a nightmare after. Write EVERYTHING down so when
you’re on the backside of the transaction they can’t make any baseless claims.
These buying types don’t represent everyone in the buying public but usually are represented in some fashion by virtually all of us.
Think of your own buying process and see where you fit. I find a lot
of sales people are quick sells because they empathize with the rep.
Once again remember that you’re not selling, they’re buying. They
have a need and you’re matching up to it. So come from a position of
strength with these buying types. You’re now loaded. See the targets
and have a solid line in the crosshairs. You could hit these targets
with your eyes closed!
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Chapter 8

Added YOU Value
There’s been a lot of buzz in the last ten years about added value
selling. People have written books, designed seminar programs and
sold strategies concerning this concept. It really blows my mind how
this concept has taken off. Wait a minute. Isn’t that what sales is?
I mean, you recognize the customer’s needs then present the value of your product or service in meeting that need. Ta da! What’s
so unique? Actually, what you need to inject is “your” value. That’s
the most unique aspect of your transactions. Take an inventory of
your assets personally. We’ve already loaded your guns concerning
your products or services, so that data is basic to your presentation
in separating you from your competitors. Now let’s look at what
you add to the transaction. Some of the items you need to include
are your work ethic, general likeability, efficiency, problem solving
ability and overall appearance. All of these attributes enter into the
buying equation. Looking at them individually will give you a greater understanding of how customers weigh these points.
Your work ethic is essential. Most reps work very hard but some
don’t. You may find out that the rep you’re competing against isn’t a
hard worker. Use your work ethic as a selling point. Present a historical account of going the extra mile with a customer. A testimonial to
this effect would go a long way. Keep in mind working smart is just
as important as working hard. Refer back to the “Time and Territory
Management” section as a source.
It’s no secret likable, outgoing people develop relationships easier and quicker. This doesn’t mean you “have” to be this, way but it
sure does help. The more your customers enjoy being with you, the
more opportunity you have to present your product or service. Customers like to be around energetic, upbeat people. Being positive
and optimistic tends to elevate others. Customers want to believe
in possibilities and will tend toward reps that seem excited about
what they’re doing. It’s a tougher play for a grumpy, quiet style of
rep. Why would anyone want to be that way at all? You’ve got me!
There’s no doubt that efficient reps are always well thought of
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and often referred. Getting quotes in on time, taking care of small
details and doing what you promised you’d do go a long way with
your customer base. Make sure any commitments you make you
can perform. Customers remember what you commit to them and
many reps drop the ball on these commitments. You’ll stand out in
a positive light if you’re the exception and honor your promises.
This develops a high level of trust with the customer and is a great
stepping stone for repeat business. Some people naturally do this;
others of us have to work at it. The level of return in customer loyalty is well worth the discipline.
Being a problem solver is truly the role of a rep. You see the customer’s need and develop a way to solve that need by structuring a
response involving your product or service. Pretty impressive stuff
eh? The better you are at using your product or service to respond
to customer situations, the more confident your customer base will
be in expecting you to have the answers.
Great problem solvers are always called in on transactions. The
problem is that, if this is your only strength and you can’t close, then
your answer is taken to other sources and you get completely hosed.
Be careful and get some level of commitment from the customer before you completely educate them on the solution. The need for your
expertise is gone. Leave out key data that they have to buy from you.
Don’t get caught up in the energy of solving the problem and miss
that you’re trying to make a profit first!
Finally, you’d be shocked just how important your appearance is.
I cannot overstate the relevance of your dress, hygiene, manners and
aroma in the sales process. If you look too casual, have bad breath
and have greasy hair, you’re crazy to think you’ll get that customer’s
business. You don’t want to insult your customer by dressing inappropriately and not respecting their time and attention. Some sales
positions require suit and tie or a professional dress suit while some
only require khakis and a polo shirt. I have never seen a sales situation where jeans are a “necessity”, unless you’re working for a denim
product manufacturer. A good rule of thumb is to dress a notch above
whatever your customers or competitors wear. If they’re construction workers and wear jeans, wear khakis. If they’re office workers
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but wear khakis, wear a suit. It tells the customer they’re important
to you, and you respect their position. Also, breath mints were invented for a reason, use them! A customer will cut an appointment
short due to the uncomfortable aspect of the rep’s breath. Happens
all the time! Pop in a quick mint before you go into any customer
contact situation. Trust me, it will pay major dividends!

“Be confident!”
When increasing the value of a transaction because of “you” it’s
important to have a good self image. Remember, you’re a professional and you’re meeting a need. It may be hard to perceive, but classify
yourself at the professional caliber of an attorney, consultant or broker. I know it may be a stretch for some but if you don’t carry yourself
with this level of confidence, it will spill over into the customer’s impression of you. Think of it from their perspective. They want to buy
from a confident professional that is able and talented. Would you
want to buy from someone that wasn’t sure of themself and added
no sense of security to the transaction? The optimum position to
attain is to develop a customer base that doesn’t even consider the
competition because of the relationship and confidence they have in
you. This is evidence you have added personal value to your product
or service. If you can list a group of customers that believe this in
relation to you, then you can take pride in knowing you have a degree of value as a rep. The next question is whether you recognize it
enough to use it. Determine if it’s an attribute that’s increasing the
size of your customer base or if it’s simply happened by accident
and you really haven’t applied this asset except with a select few.
If you have no customers fitting in this category then you really
need to take this section to heart. You hear all the time that relationship sells. Though this is true, the only way to develop and maintain
relationships is to bring value to them. If there’s no value why would
anyone want to maintain an active relationship, business or otherwise? The best reps have customers that want to do business with
them. The customers look for opportunity to buy their products.
When that rep brings them a new product or service, they’re inclined to buy it because they trust the rep is looking after their best
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interest. But with your customer’s trust comes responsibility. You
can’t abuse their extension of confidence. Selling items or services
the customer doesn’t need, (and I do mean “selling”), will always
comeback to haunt you. A lot of reps will tack useless add ons to
sales and think they got away with a slick sales maneuver. But as
customers eventually realize they were milked they usually go to
another supplier for the next need. You should still offer extended
warranties, insurances, optional equipment or product upgrades,
just do so with a desire to get the customer the best value possible.
You can express this value and get a strong profit margin and enhance your value as their rep. The more you exhibit a desire to help
the customer, the less you’ll have to negotiate price.
Adding value is not a technique to be taught but a true problem solving mentality the customer can easily sense. If the customer
thinks you’re on their side in the transaction and you’re fighting to
get them the best scenario to solve their need, getting a good profit
margin is not a chore. If you come from the position of looking out
for you company first the customer will not completely trust you
and hit you hard on price. If you find your customers hitting you
hard continually on price you haven’t added any value. The customer may perceive enough value in the product or service but hasn’t
connected with you to the point they’ll accept your pricing.
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Chapter 9

Evaluating your competition
“Who leads, who follows?”
When evaluating your competition some assumptions are necessary. First, your actions should never be dictated by the competition.
What you do should be determined by using the most effective ways
to service your customers needs based on the ability of you and
your company. If you’re doing a great job with your customer base,
then your competitors will be chasing you. Secondly, you need to be
aware what your competition is doing in relation to customers you
don’t currently have and their methodology in trying to take away
your customer base. These two points are not contradictory though
they may seem so. By being aware of the competitions tactics you
can stay or get one step of ahead of them. Think of a NASCAR race.
The car currently in second stays close to the rear bumper of the lead
car taking advantage of the drafting effect. Then at the right moment
the second place car slingshots past the lead car. This is how you approach a customer currently using a competitor. Acknowledge they
use another source and aspire in the short term to be second source.
At the right moment, surge into primary source position. Reach first
place by raising a higher standard of service, excelling in product
performance or respond to the stumbling of a current primary supplier. These are reasons people switch suppliers.
Weaker reps give up on accounts they perceive as untouchable.
Those customers are either “locked up” or in the competition’s “back
pocket”. If the latter applies, pick their pocket! Throwing in the towel on accounts that might be difficult to turn is weak at best. I’ve
taken accounts from people currently buying from family members,
reps they have 10-20 year relationships with and even financial
partners! Be creative and be better than your competitors. It can
be done with an inferior product or service, a lack of entertainment
budgets or limited company capabilities. It goes back to knowing
your strengths and adding your value more completely than your
competition. The key is to separate yourself in some fashion.
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“Know the enemy”
Any rep that doesn’t know what is taking place in his market
competitively hasn’t done their homework. This is especially true
when entering into a new market. Like any profession it’s important to determine how much representation exists, who the players
are, and what types of marketing efforts are drawing your customer’s interest. Survey customers currently using your competitors.
Ask them what they like about that supplier, why they use them,
and what areas would they like to see improvement. These three
questions will give you a ton of information necessary to build an effective sales strategy. Other information that can give you an edge is
pricing, inventory, performance problems, call frequency and number of reps. With this data you can surgically adjust aspects of your
overall strategy.
Remember, you don’t want to dictate your strategy by your competitor’s weaknesses but you can definitely tweak it or highlight
different aspects of it. This will maximize the effect of your company
and personal strengths. The biggest mistake you can make concerning your competition is underestimation. Let’s be real here. These
people are trying to pay their bills just like you. They may have even
read this book! Holy cow! They may want to bury you! You can only
hope you end up with a lazy competitor, but truth be told, you have
to believe you’re up against the best. Therefore you need to be at
your best, always! Poorly motivated reps tend to be the exception as
opposed to the rule. I’ve managed hundreds of sales reps and had a
mere handful that have skirted the edges and not been hard workers. Therefore, it’s a tactical mistake to assume you only have to put
out a marginal effort to beat the lazy bum in your territory. You simply can’t afford to loaf.
Competitive reps can turn up at the oddest places. You’re at lunch
with a potential customer and lo and behold a competitive rep walks
up and says, “hi” to your customer. They chat a bit and the rep says
to your customer, “Hey, I’ll give you a call next week.” Right in front
of you! Clock ‘em! No kidding, you need to acknowledge the rep and
not ignore that this just happened. Remove the awkwardness and
display a higher level of professionalism than your competitor.
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On the converse side, if you get the opportunity to talk to a competitive rep in a social or networking scenario, try and get info out of
them. Warning! Don’t even think of being loose with data concerning your own company or customer base. Remember, anything you
say can and will be used against you! This is where you have to be
dumb like a fox. This is the game that is sometimes played. You can
get way too caught up in this jousting and lose focus. Keep your customer strategy in the forefront of your approach. Use all this data as
supplemental information. You actually could be getting misinformation considering they’re a competitor. I’ve given misinformation
and sat back and watched competitors fall on their face. Not lying,
but telling an overactive rookie a “contact” name that’s a dead end.
They’re going to go after the account anyway and the person is employed by the company so they are a “contact”, just not a good one.
I especially love to refer those contacts that eat a rep’s time, love to
be entertained and have no influence on the buying decision. How
perfect is that! Any rep who falls for this thinly veiled misdirection
hasn’t done their homework. As you can tell, I’m very competitive.
You should be too!
“Your competitor is NOT your friend!”
Hear me clearly on this one, I have NEVER had a “friend” that
has been a direct competitor. Never have, never will. Even those that
say, “I’d never touch any of your customers” are l-y-i-n-g! Trust me
here. Every time, and I mean EVERY TIME I’ve trusted a competitor, I’ve gotten burned. Listen, do you honestly think a competitor
is more interested in your success than their own. Forget about it!
I never have been able to understand this mentality. It’s weak and
anti-productive. Look, if you’re in business to make friends go, into
politics. Selling anything is competitive and if your competition can
get an inside edge they’ll take it. Watch your back. I’m not saying to
be rude. Being cordial is not being “buddies”. I’ve learned ALL sales
reps are out for themselves. It’s a predatory mentality. You eat what
you kill so you’d better protect your kill. Toughen up before it’s too
late!
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“The grass isn’t greener”
Often people in sales wonder if the competition has a better deal. Is their product or service is in a better market position.
Though sometimes there are instances where a rep is being taken
of advantage, most positions have been structured with reasonable
opportunity, decent compensation structures and fair expectations.
Any position not meeting these criteria is not a true sales position.
Watch out for scams that want you to come in at 100% commission
and have no current customer base. These are NOT true sales positions.
A 100% commission position requiring the development of a
territory without any existing business or documented success is
simply a con! To develop a territory or customer base from scratch
can take 6 months to a year. Being asked to do this on ZERO dollars
out of the gate is completely unfair. You should receive a base salary
to do this kind of work and then transition to a commission based
income after a year or maybe even longer depending on historical
territory development. Sales people are just that, people! They have
families and needs. To expect someone to make it on little to no income till a territory develops is borderline criminal and abusive in
my mind. These positions are constantly misrepresented as being
very lucrative. You always hear of the “one guy” just like you in another market who’s making money hand over fist. I’ve never seen
that “guy”!
This being said, if you have a legitimate sales position it can be
very de-motivating and time wasting to wonder if your competitor
has a better gig. They probably don’t. If you feel your plan is good
enough to sign initially work it. I really don’t care if your competitor
says they have it great. They probably want to distract you or have
you out of their competitive territory and in an adjacent territory
within their company. Hopefully getting some spill over information
from your efforts. This is more likely the case. Beware the promise
of milk and honey!
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SECTION E: “HOW THEY BUY”
Chapter 10

How to’s of a call

“The nuts and bolts”
There are literally thousands of philosophies and techniques on
how to act out the perfect sales call. Many of them actually work! For
the gazillionth time remember, you’re not sellin’, they’re buyin’! So
with that in mind let’s look at the most effective process to steer the
customer to the fulfillment of their need. The reason I feel this is the
most effective method is simply because I’ve done it, my reps have
done it and it absolutely works. Once again, we’re combining strong
traditional practices and contemporary avenues. The key to any
sales call in any fashion is to simply relax and be yourself. If you’re
trying to be someone you’re not it will quickly become evident to the
customer. You can’t be just like that rep that is so successful, but you
can have a call format that is disciplined such as theirs, having the
flavor of your personality attached to it. This is the goal. The more
you put your customer first and your abilities second, the more ease
you will function with during the meeting. Let’s kick it off.
“The Pre Call”
Going into a call can be a scary thing. What do you say? How will
the customer react? Will they like you? Will they buy? It’s a good
practice to do a 5 minute pre call before barreling in. What’s a pre
call? It’s the process of preparing what you’re going to say, collecting your proper presentation tools, checking your appearance and
knowing your goal for the call. By doing these things you will walk
into those appointments a bit more confident and ready to control
the direction of the call. When you rush in unprepared, late and disheveled you significantly reduce your chance of success. Missing
any of these aspects could result in unprofessional actions or performance. A situation you can’t afford! So before you enter the fray,
step back a moment and collect these elements. Of course a pre call
depends on your strong time and territory management practices.
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How else will you have the extra 5 minutes to even do a pre call?

“The Evil Receptionist”
You’d be shocked at how many reps get defeated by an average
receptionist. Think for a minute, what is a receptionist trained to
do? Yes, yes, answer the phone but what else? They are trained to
keep the staff from being bothered by useless sales reps! Okay, the
battle lines are drawn! Your weapons are the following. First of all,
you need to be confident you’re not carrying useless information, or
it will come across as such. Be confident, not arrogant, that you have
a purpose to your being there.
Secondly, smile for Pete’s sake! Look pleasant, have fresh breath
and act like someone that receptionist would like to meet. We’re human beings after all and most of us like contact with other humans!
Before you extend your glorious business card; extend your hand,
or a piece of chocolate, a compliment, a lighthearted comment or
at least a “how’s your day going” with your entrance. If you’re cold
calling and don’t have an appointment, don’t ask if the contact is
“in”. State that you’re there to see that person. If you’re asked if you
have an appointment, respond in a different fashion than 99.9% of
all the other reps. Don’t say “NO”, try “have you ever tried to get an
appointment with Mr./Ms.___________?” Pretty creative ‘eh? Took all
of 10 seconds to think of. Then politely ask the receptionist if they
could ask the contact if they have a couple minutes to see you and
inform them of your product or service. Odds are you may get a brief
appointment.
Let’s say you have an appointment. What use is the receptionist then? Probably the cockiest mistake many reps make when they
already set an appointment with the customer is disrespect the receptionist by not treating them politely. That receptionist could be a
wealth of information. The fact that you have an appointment opens
the door for you to ask the receptionist a couple of questions related
to your contact, such as, “Does Mr./Ms._____________ have many sales
reps calling on him?” or “What does Mr./Ms.____________ like to do in
their spare time?” Because you already have an appointment, they
will be more inclined to give you some information. The receptionist
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assumes you already have a level of relationship with the contact so
you get a bit of a pass. Not taking the time to develop relationship
with receptionist is a lost opportunity. Great reps treasure every
piece of information they can get. So buddy up to receptionists, they
can be a goldmine of valuable information!

“The Quick Scan”
A tried and true method of breaking the ice and beginning to get
a sense of your customer’s tastes and motives is the “quick scan”.
A lot of sales gurus are debunking this practice as a useless waste
of time and to just get on with the presentation. They’ve got to be
NUTS! Why do you think people take the time to decorate their offices, cubes or job trailers? For people to notice! We all like when
people notice the things we surround ourselves with. Take 15 seconds and take a quick look at the items on their desk, walls or even
person. Then ask about them.
There is one undying truth; people like to talk about themselves!
The items around the cube are usually not worthless items to talk
about so you’d be safe pointing them out. Whether it’s a large bass,
deer head, NASCAR model, teddy bear or autographed football.
Make a comment to the effect of how they came across the item.
Now with photos you may need to be a bit more careful. Don’t assume someone’s a contact’s daughter, it could be his wife, or that
those kids’ pictures are grandkids, they may be the contact’s children. ALWAYS ask “Why who is this?” It’s neutral but still conveys
interest. Also, EVERYONE in the photo is beautiful. No one puts up
a picture they feel displays their ugly kids or homely husband! Be
sensitive here. You’ll soon learn beauty really is in the eye of the beholder! Make sure you have a follow up question to your original
inquiry which seeks more info, “How did you catch it?”, “Where do
they go to school?” or “How long have you been married?”, are all
good follow up questions. These questions are harmless and not too
probing. The contact will begin to feel you’re actually interested in
them as a person. This is a great start to a call as opposed to some
cheesy one liner or joke. You want to be as genuine as possible to
establish trust and confidence. Now let’s get to the main course.
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“Listen, Speak, Listen”
Often sales reps can’t wait to begin speaking. They’re ready with
their opening presentation line and neither hell nor high water will
stop them from getting it out. How boneheaded can you get!? Surprisingly, many customers are willing to begin a sales call making
it easier to get a feel for the direction they want to go. If you start
blithering before the contact has the opportunity to talk, then that
chance is blown. If the customer gets right down to business go with
it but add the personal aspect at the end of the call. Do not be clinical even if the customer tries to take you there! The reason they
may be getting down to business is due to their own insecurities not
you personally. If they treat you this way they probably are treating
every rep the same way. By even slightly cracking that wall you’re
moving beyond the average rep.
Even the toughest contacts have hot buttons as we discussed
earlier. Make sure in all cases you offer information about yourself
to relax the contact. This gives them more knowledge of what you’re
like and can begin to breakdown their defenses. Don’t be afraid to let
out one or two more intimate facts about yourself, ie: married, kids,
hobby, etc… This will turn you into a person in the customer’s mind.
Keep in mind, they’re buyin’, you’re not sellin’!
The best way to find out what the customer wants is to simply
ask them! Just ask them! Then let them either describe their wants
and needs or you can begin to analyze the situation if they’re not
sure. Ask questions the whole way through. Take notes and collect
key data. Relate the benefits of your product or service in relation to
their wants and needs. That’s THEIR wants and needs, not what you
think is great about what you represent! You’re fitting your product
or service to the need. If they need a powerful tractor and you keep
pushing speed instead of towing power you’re not hearing the customer. Always listen, then listen and when you’re done with that,
listen some more!
Through the listening process, use your closing technique. The
best closing technique is the assumption close. The assumption close
works on the premise that you already have the business and it’s
yours to lose. You want to constantly drop “we” and “when” in the
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course of the discussion. For example, “When we begin the project….”
or “When we deliver the product…” serving as closing statements.
Most customers really don’t want to shop you if they can avoid it.
Don’t give them a reason to. Listen to their needs and close them on
the fact that you can meet that need.
If they bring up price, revert back to the fact that you want to
clearly understand what they want from the product or service before you put a figure to it. When you’ve acquired all the information
you feel you can and you’re able to quote a price, don’t give it. Ask
them what range they were hoping to stay in. Remember, you’re still
in the process of meeting their need and that includes budget. If
they give you a number, add 10% -20% and see if they’ll bite. Most
will if you’re close. If not, you have to evaluate if it’s a good piece of
business. If yes, then commit to when you can meet that need and
state you must get the order going. You’ve opened the urgency window and begun to close it to draw the commitment. Any time frame
is urgent as you can always perform better the sooner you get the
order. Therefore the ball is in your court if you can truly meet the
need. Guess what? They’ve just bought from you!
Having a plan going into the call is an advantage you can carry. If
your customer knows you’re coming, believe me their developing a
plan for your arrival. Arriving unprepared only gives the customer
the initial advantage and subsequently makes your job harder.
Other common closes are the objection close, which answers
all objections until they’re exhausted. The issue with this close is
it maintains a negative tone till the end of the presentation. The
features and benefits close, a traditional close where features are
presented and their benefits explained. Not a bad close, but it can
get tedious. You have to hit the particular points the customer is interested in without providing too much useless information. There’s
also the hard close, cornering the customer into making a pressured
decision. This close seldom gets a second transaction from the customer, and drives down your close rate.
Regardless of the closing technique you use, if you’re not prepared going into the call you’ll never be in a truly comfortable
position. A good “closer” is relaxed, confident in their product or
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service and expects to get the business. Many say you have to ask
for the deal. Well, this is true if you haven’t secured it through the
presentation process. Trust me, it’s a lot nicer to not have to ask for
the business because the customer has already given it too you!

“The Gracious Exit”
This is a portion of the sales call that is constantly overlooked.
Reps bolt out the door either happy they’ve gotten the deal or ticked
off the customer said no. Either way you need to leave in style! If you
did follow the “Tom Woodcock” methodology to a tee and got the order, then give a very genuine “thank you” and reassure the customer
that they made a great decision as well as conveying excitement in
having the opportunity to serve them. This person just took a leap
and extended trust to you by giving you an order, so show them
some appreciation. If the order is still pending, try and get a commitment to meet again very soon. You should reflect the impression
that you’re very interested in getting their business and ready to get
kicking on the project or sale. If you’ve been flat out rejected, don’t
display any disappointment. You will most certainly miss any future
opportunities with that customer and absolutely kill any referral potential. Go ahead and ask why they’re not going with your product
or service so you may improve as a rep. When you ask this you may
find the customer willing to reopen the door for you to supply by
seeking their help. Having a bit of class going out the door separates
you from the typical sales yahoos and makes you a true professional.
The way you respond to rejection will dictate if you hit a stumbling
block or stepping stone!
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Chapter 11

Developing Strong Relationships
“Make some friends!”
The first element in developing strong relationships is to realize just that, you’re developing relationships! You CANNOT develop
good relationships by perceiving customers as potential sales as opposed to people. Society is more savvy in this generation and can
tell when their getting played or sold a bill of goods. I’ve had dozens
of reps who thought they had such great relationships with their
customers that they could bring them to whatever company they
choose. They turn around and go to a competitor and “oops!” they
couldn’t bring that customer base. Gee, what happened?
They really didn’t have their customers locked up at all! See, customers are smart little foxes and they’ll play you as much as you play
them. They know the game and everyone’s playing it. They want
perks, pricing concessions and free baseball tickets. They’ll leave
you thinking you’re the best rep they’ve ever had and use your competitor! Sound unfair? Guess what? You’ve bred this in them. Yes,
YOU!!!! People will know if you’re genuine. Ask yourself this question, “Do I really care what happens in my customer’s life?” Well
punk, do ya’? Customers are people first.
Oh, and men, we are the worst. This is where the battle of the
sexes is completely dominated by women. Go ahead ladies and say
I’m sexist but you win hands down in this category. The top 5 reps
I’ve had in my history of sales management have ALL been women.
Why? They cared about their customers genuinely. They remember
birthdays, anniversaries, children’s birthdays, graduations, illnesses, funerals, holidays, vacation returns, favorite restaurants, favorite
drinks and of course, most flattering customer attributes. Alright
gents, how many of you do even one of these things? That’s what I
thought. Men are all about the product or service and performance.
Not bad qualities, but they don’t really hit the heart strings now do
they?
My greatest success stories in sales usually include some connection with a customer’s wife, husband, children or personal hot spot.
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You really have to invest in customers to be able get information on
these areas. This will take two things, listening and giving up a bit
of your own personal life information. If you can’t do either of these
you’re relegated to product, service and price. If you do compete
against a “genuine” rep you will lose. Badly! I really don’t care if you
know every screw and bolt of your product or if your company was
first in the nation in service record. Bob likes to be told he doesn’t
look his age. Mary likes her new look to be noticed.
I know, some of you are saying, “Tom, you had me till this section!” But trust me here gang. This stuff is way powerful! With the
advent of technology in sales, the personal touch is being lost. Reps
fax bids or price quotes, customers can research product ratings
on the internet and payment gets electronically transferred. Oh the
humanity! Personal contact is now becoming unique. Genuine personal contact is becoming obsolete! You don’t gain people skills on
a laptop or internet chat room. You gain strong people skills being
with people.
My greatest success story is the time I bought a customer who
was an avid bass fisherman a collector’s reel. I put the company logo
on it and everytime the guy went fishing with a friend or encountered someone else that was a fisherman he talked about the reel I
gave him. That gift showed my sensitivity to his life and was worth
a hundred lunches. I never lost his business to a competitor and had
references out the ear from him.
Learning about the customer’s life can be extremely interesting
as well. You’ll build your network, find referral opportunities and
enjoy more engaging calls with your customers. I’ve rolled my current customer base three separate times into vastly different fields.
They trust me and I will not let them down! I’m loyal to the companies I work with, even my own, but I put my customer’s needs at the
top of my priority list. I’ll help any way I feasibly can without compromising my professionalism or company mandates. Sound like a
lot of work? Not really, I get tons of one call transactions because
my customers simply trust I’ll take care of them. They know I won’t
gouge them on price but don’t care if I net a bit more than a competitor. They don’t send my quotes out for bid and refuse to drop me as
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a supplier or source for some new fangled rep. This saves me scads
of time. I don’t have to do multiple calls to get a deal, spend time
regaining multiple lost customers or trying to pry competitive data
out of them to get a leg up.
Oh, I have to stay sharp, but no one takes my clients. No one!
They’re mine and you can’t have them. Good luck trying to get them.
Even if someone buys only once in a blue moon, you need to be the
blue moon. Establishing solid relationships take some practical applications as well. Let’s have a quick look at some basic practices to
set the stage.

“Know what you said the last time!”
I have an old saying, “if you repeated, you’re defeated”! I know,
kind of cheesy but true. Think about it, have you ever had someone
talk to you and begin telling you the same story they told you the
last time they saw you six weeks ago? El boro! Track the discussions
and topics you’ve had with each customer and make a note concerning them in your planner, CRM or customer database. Then before
you call on them again review the material. You also need to track
the promises and commitments you’ve made to customers. You may
have a bunch of commitments that you’ve made to many customers
but each customer only knows the one you made to them. If you
forget it, you’re sunk. Plus the reputation of being an empty promise
maker travels fast. It only takes a couple of minutes to jot down a
note or two. It could take a couple years to recoup a customer you
forgot an important piece of data with.
“Keep your word.”
The beginning stages of relationship often rely on the initial
commitments made, which serve as the first extensions of trust.
Therefore, if you err here it could affect the impression the customer has going forward in the sales dynamic. For example, if you’re
late for an appointment, you have to call for directions on the way
or even flat out miss the appointment you’ve damaged the initial
trust. All of these are trust killers. They are difficult to overcome
even if the customer is polite, and serve to put you immediately be52

hind the eight ball. Even the most outgoing personalities will have a
hill to climb. It is incredibly important to do what you say you’ll do
with your customers. False promises are simply lies with a clever
title. Every promise you make, the customer takes to heart. You may
make a plethora of commitments everyday. But each customer only
remembers the one you made to them. There are dozens of sayings
to this effect such as “under promise, over perform” and “say what
you’ll do, do what you say”.
If you need a cute little slogan to remember to keep you commitments to your customers, you’re hurtin’! This needs to be the way
you operate. Period! It’s tempting to exaggerate what your product
or company can do to get a deal. You may get away with it once or
twice, but it will catch up with you. Then when word gets out you
promise the moon and you can’t deliver, your reputation will be
shot. No one will ever want any credible relationship with you regardless how fun you are to be with.

“Doing the little things”
As in any profession, those who do the little things win. Cards,
notes, and timely phone calls at key events all serve as little extras
most reps don’t bother with. Spending a little extra time at an association event with a customer, going to a customer’s open house or
offering to sit at a customer’s table at an event can also do the job.
One common mistake reps make is the practice of quickly moving
from one customer to another. You want to make as many contacts
as possible, but spend a reasonable amount of time with each. It’s
better to miss speaking with one customer if you’re really enhancing a relationship with another. When you get to the event do some
quick prospecting and determine which customers are going to give
you the most bang for the buck. Getting trapped in a long conversation with someone who can give no business or solid referrals is
a colossal waste of time. Move away from these people who can do
nothing to help forward your territory as fast as you can without appearing overly rude. You don’t want to leave too abruptly and create
a reputation as being shallow.
When you are talking to a customer or contact or, key in on cer53

tain topics and statements that come up in the conversation. Display
a genuine interest in what they’re saying and comment at pauses.
I know this sounds reeeeeaallly basic but I’ve seen countless reps
blow it. Don’t interrupt, ridicule or belittle what the individual is
saying, even if you completely disagree. You can ask probing questions on the topic, but be conservative in expressing your opinion.
Your interest will impress the contact and help you reputation!
Some reps are so over bearing they turn away more people than
they attract. The big mouth who makes fun of everyone in their path
is never liked and seldom successful. If you find yourself strongly
expressing your opinions often, you may not be cut out for sales.
Great sales reps are congenial, well liked people. They traditionally
are not introverted or reticent. If this is you, then being disciplined
and maximizing your contacts will be the key to being successful.
By noticing and commenting in a positive way on little moments in
relationship development, a rep can move from decent numbers to
great numbers!
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SECTION F: “SALES FOR LIFE!”
Chapter 12
Seal the Deal

“It’s all in the follow through”
To actually “seal the deal” you’re doing far more than close the
customer. A great rep secures their customer and locks in the next
transaction, not just the one at hand. We’ve discussed approach,
technique and relationship. Assuming we have all this down pat, how
do you take the process to the limit? How do we keep our customers
buying from us and ignoring the competition? This is the ultimate
prize is having a regular customer base that looks specifically to you
and doesn’t make you jump through hoops on every transaction.
Many good salespeople stop or take a break after they complete a
deal. Great sales reps are just getting started. You’ve gone through
all the trouble to get this customer to trust you and begin establishing relationship with you, why would you allow opportunity for
your competitor to come in on the next deal? A little attention will
go a long way to sealing this customer as yours. First, stay in contact.
The amazing disappearing sales rep is virtually epidemic today. Call
your customer the day after the transaction and head off any buyer’s
remorse. If you’re too chicken to call, send an e-mail. Just reinforce
that they made a strong decision to go with you and you’ve already
put legs to the process. Keep your customer informed through the
sales process or after the product is received. This will affirm to the
customer that they’re important to you and you really do want them
to be completely satisfied.
If your sale is a one shot deal and you’re thinking “Why should
I stay in touch?”, it’s simple, REFERRALS! A happy customer is your
best advertisement going forward. When you’ve heard they’ve referred you, call them. Do something nice for them. Acknowledge the
fact that they sang your praises. The more people you have promoting
you and your product or service the greater your area of influence.
Remember, regardless of what people say, the profession of sales is
ALL about numbers! Especially those on your commission check!
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“You don’t send me flowers anymore!”
Often, present day sales people forget the old fashioned “thank
you”. True, the customer is buying what they want or need, but still,
they chose you to be their supplier. The more genuine and clear the
thank you response is, the more the customer will appreciate it. I
had a rep that would buy her customers a cheese cake on their first
significant transaction. It may have cost her $10.00 but she seldom
didn’t get a second and third order from the customer. With that
kind of return, why not? You don’t have to be that extravagant but
how about a card or note at least? Remember, you’re setting up the
next deal or great referral.
Some may say this is way too old school. Well, you can eat dirt!
You lousy, cheap, unappreciative, cold hearted lout! Get your stupid ego in check and appreciate your customers. If you are strongly
“anti-thank you” please call me and tell me where your territory is
so I can come and kick your tail all over the place. Any sales managers out there locking up your reps in this regard need to apply
at the post office in the back sorting room. We have to keep you
from having contact with humans. Strict sales organizations need
a reality check. You’re dealing with people and they like to be pampered, cared about, appreciated, complimented, treated special and
personally attended too. If you think this is a waste of time you’ll
bounce around from company to company. If you’re already bouncing, you have either work for someone like this or you are someone
like this. This type of sales manager is hard nosed and cutthroat.
They turn over reps left and right. If you see dead sales rep bodies all
over the place you can bet there is a cold hearted sales manager or
VP of sales. They kill companies. I’ve seen ‘em, worked for ‘em and
smoked ‘em with a competitor. Have you ever wondered why some
companies are so adamant about non-competes? If you’re good
enough to hire and good enough to keep from someday competing
against them, the truth is they’re not good enough to bury you if you
left! Here’s the scoop, take care of your customers and have a “thank
you” practice. If your sales manager blows a gasket, find a strong
competitor and go work for them. Now you can’t be financially ridiculous but don’t be cheap either. Make sure the customer knows
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they’re truly appreciated. It will payoff!

“You gotta believe”
Belief is a strong motivator in being effective in securing both
your customers and your career as a rep. Before you start presenting a product or service you need to answer “yes” to the following
questions: 1. Do I believe in my ability to get business? 2. Do I believe
in the product or service I represent? 3. Do I believe in the company
I’m representing? If you answered “no” to any of these questions you
have a problem.
Customers will easily sense your lack of confidence in yourself,
company or customers. You may be able to fake it for a while but
sooner or later it will rear its ugly head. If you lack confidence in
any of these areas first try to discover why and rectify it. Maybe you
need more product training, more information on your company’s
mission and philosophy or possibly more professional sales training
to get you the edge. In any case, by not correcting the problem, you
cannot secure long term relationships with customers or seal them
as accounts as opposed to transactions. If the customer senses you
believe in all these areas they will more readily lock arms with you
and partner with you on future transactions. Passion and belief are
very positive motivators and people want to link up with committed, positive people. They’ll be confident they’ve joined forces with
someone who knows their stuff and can get the job done. Tentative
attitudes and behaviors are not conducive to leading customers
down the primrose path of consistent sales. Believe in yourself to
the point you exude confidence but not arrogance. Believe your
product is the best there is and all others are barely second best.
Have a committed belief in your company as well, even if there are
some issues.
I still don’t believe the perfect company exists. They all have their
peccadilloes. You may as well reflect a good company opinion. Any
alternative attitude will not serve you well. You can even state your
belief in your customer and the project or need they have. What a novel thought! Trust me, they’ll eat it up. If you function in a strong belief
motive your customers will find it much easier to believe in you.
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“Expect loyalty”
People want to be loyal. They really do! Loyalties are broken before they’re ever transferred. If a loyal customer leaves you, most
likely you’ve made a mistake or caused an offense somewhere along
the way. Think about it, why wouldn’t you want to have a regular supplier who understands your business, personal needs and
wants? If you sense or know your customer going to a competitor
take the time to honestly ask them if you’ve made an error in some
fashion. If they do say “yes” then boldly ask what it world take to
rectify it. You’d be surprised how easily some situations can be taken care with just a little bit of effort. Take a minute to reestablish
the importance of their relationship and business as well as your
increased efforts going forward. Keep in mind this customer really does want to keep their loyalties with you. The effort to develop
another buying relationship is time consuming and uncomfortable.
Save them the trouble! Too many reps bail when a customer may be
shifting their loyalty due to fear of facing an error or problem. We
ALL make mistakes. Mistakes can be corrected. Giving up is not an
option. Don’t ever let a customer walk without you fighting to keep
them in your corner. In some instances they may even want you to
fight for them displaying your continued commitment to them and
their needs. Your display of loyalty will nurture their loyal response.
A loyal customer will be great advertising for you. Reward this
behavior. Get your loyal customers together for a lunch or some
other social event and discuss YOU! I know this sounds sooooo egotistical but it really isn’t. Your strong customers will feed off each
other’s respect of what you provide and reassure them that there
are others receiving comparable service. It’s encouraging to them
knowing they’ve made a good decision in selecting you to provide
the product or service. Just make sure they’re not competitors! That
would be very bad. Use common sense in deciding which customers
to include in these events. Plus, make sure you have fun! If there’s no
fun why do it? Give them a memory! C’mon, be a little creative here.
Your “loyal” customers are worth it.
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“Get a little transparent”
Here we go with a bit of controversy. What’s a good sales book
without a little, “you’re off your rocker” perspectives? With customers you’ve developed a decent relationship with, secured their
loyalty and need their business, give some inside information on
how their trust in you has resulted in helping you achieve some
personal goals in your life. People like to know that by doing business with you they’ve helped you in your career, blessed your family
or gained you company or industry respect. You don’t have to give
them details about your upcoming surgery, but a little deeper detail
of the effects of your relationship with them will go a long way.
Once again men, women kill us on this point. Men aren’t really
given to being soft hearted. Some guys have no heart at all! Whereas
women are pros at flipping this switch. Ever been to a cosmetics
show? I think every male sales rep in the USA should attend one of
these and just listen to the conversations between rep and client. It’s
absolutely astounding.
My caution to my female readers is this, don’t go too deep. Most
male customers don’t want to hear about your husband or boyfriend’s issues. To be honest, they really don’t want to hear about
them at all! Woman to woman is a bit different, but you have to shift
gears with a male customer. Men, if you have a female contact, the
key will be extending blatant honesty about your sensitivity weaknesses. This will be an open door for that female customer to begin
to probe a bit deeper into your thought process. Sound scary? It is!
I’m not at all being sexist, just stating fact. Though there are exceptions, this is generally the rule. You’re right, you need to be careful
here but the best do it without a net. It’s truly a work of art manifesting before your very eyes.
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Chapter 13

Staying Motivated
“Get off your duff!”
C’mon! Move it! Sales is not a field for the lazy or unmotivated.
You compete every day and someone is always looking to take your
customers or position. Tons of people feel they’d be great sales reps
but never take or get the chance. If you’re in a sales position you
have the chance to make some serious jack and achieve many things
you want for yourself and those you love. This is not possible if you
don’t get out of bed in the morning, do the little extra things and
function at a high level all the time. It’s just the truth.
I don’t care how great a personality you have or how much
product knowledge you’ve attained, starting the day pumped is basic to sales success. How do you reach this optimum performance
threshold? With motivational practices. Many sales positions are
unsupervised and often those that are by sales managers the inspiration to perform isn’t present. Quite often sales managers are
activity and numbers watchers and seldom pump their reps up. A
good one will. So if getting motivated falls in your own lap you need
to adopt some practices that give you the ability to self start each
day. If you don’t incorporate any motivators you can burn out, get
discouraged or quit working at it. Let’s look at some common, effective motivators.
“Moola”
Money, money, money, money…… mooooooney! That’s how the
old song goes! That’s also how a lot of sales reps go. The quest for
a high income is always on the front of a good rep’s mind. If they
tell you otherwise they’re either average at best or lying. They’re
probably lying! Watching commission totals add up is a wonderful
thing. Seeing customer after customer place orders with you is an
exhilarating process as you watch the ledger grow. Legitimate sales
positions truly reward success handsomely. You can have earning
potential up to six figures and beyond. Here’s the big but, you’re usually having to go to the well every month so you need subordinate
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motivators to help when you’re beginning a month or are coming
off a bad one. I’ve seen countless reps throw in the towel after 1
or 2 bad months. They’ll try something else and many times give
up on sales all together. This is partially due to the fact they have
no secondary motivators besides money. They also haven’t learned
the art of securing some income for slower periods or freak down
turns in business. However, receiving those big commission checks
can make it very easy to go back out after it.
I once had a rep dripping with talent. He started out having 1 or 2
average months but he was building a very solid business base. Then
1 month it broke for him and he hit a record number. He made more
money in 1 month than he had in some years! Then he got cocky and
lost his motivation. His numbers steadily declined as he spent more
time in the bars than the field. He eventually started complaining
about support staff crippling his efforts. He then quit and bounced
around from competitor to competitor eventually leaving competitive sales. I wish this was an exception but unfortunately it happens
all the time. To make money in sales you have to work, and keep
working! Money is only a motivator when you’re actually making it.
“It’s personal”
There are many careers you could choose but sales is a great
place to discover your full potential. What can you really accomplish? How much do people want to do business with you? What
level of respect can you achieve? These are great markers of your
ability and personal attractiveness. We all want to feel good about
ourselves and this is a great way to gain the confidence to enjoy life
to the fullest. We love it when our friends and family admire and
respect what we’ve done both for them and ourselves. This can be a
very strong motivator in sales. This may seem somewhat selfish but
everyone feels these things to some degree. Compare it to the people
we know and love being disappointed in us. Yuk! That’s an awful
feeling. We start moping, complaining and just downright getting
depressed. This only serves to exasperate the situation. People that
feel they’re on their way to reaching their full potential are usually
upbeat and optimistic. Others love to be around them and they tend
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to be the life of the party. What a great way to live! Personal enrichment is very possible within a successful sales career. Exploring new
ways to reach and serve your customers can stretch you to do things
you’ve never tried before. Knowing you’ve out foxed your competition on a deal or account or having a customer sing your praises, can
send you sky high.
Don’t ever be apologetic for taking personal gratification for what
you’ve accomplished in sales. The great ones always do. Just don’t
broadcast it. You don’t want to do anything to add an extra spark to
the competitor’s desire to eat your lunch. I never could understand
why pro athletes think they can psych out their opponents by saying
how they’re going to run right over the top of them. Honestly, that’s
pretty inane. Why light a fire under your competitor? Just calmly let
it be noticed you’re successful and you have your act together.
“Be the Best”
Sound corny? You’ve never been the best then. Being number 1
is extremely motivating! When you’re on top it’s a wonderful feeling.
Everyone looks up to you, respects you accomplishment, and wishes
they had your totals. You get recognition and often a little extra respect. It’s a bit tougher to fully understand this when you’ve never
achieved it, but trust me on this one, it’s a very close second to money as a motivator. Once you’ve reach it you’ll fight like a cornered cat
to stay there. There are varying degrees to being number 1. You can
be the best in your territory, company, manufacturer’s line or even
the nation. You can shoot for it in any position you’re in. Regardless
of what anyone says, someone is the best at what you’re doing right
now and it should be you. (Especially after reading this book!) Do a
little research and find out who is top dog and aim at their numbers.
For some of you it can be a short term target, for rookies and others it may be a bit of a longer term goal. Aim high! Why not? If you
set low targets you hit low targets. Determine what it will take to
incrementally achieve the level you’re gunning for. Have fun with it
as well. Challenge that ace ahead of you. Let them know in a friendly
but competitive way you’re nipping at their heels. Be the best, and
when you do achieve it, wear it with humility. Why? Because when
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you hit the top guess what? People are now aiming at you!
I once managed a rep so competitive and desiring to always be
number one, he would challenge other reps’ numbers during commission calculation. He wouldn’t donate a single transaction to
a fellow rep and went through the commission report with a fine
toothed comb. The other reps were a bit put off, but he was always
number one and set a high bar for his fellow sales people. This raised
the level of the whole team and kept them all accountable.

“STUFF”
That’s right, STUFF. We all like it and want more of it. Toys for our
loved ones, toys for ourselves and toys just to have toys. Inner peace
and faith are greater but we all like toys! Why not have a material
item as a motivator?
Personally, I’ve longed for a brand new Corvette. I won’t buy it till
I can pay cash for it, (unless of course I’m closing in on 70 then I need
to get it to be able to get some fun out of it!)! How trivial right? So
what. I’m always checking them out, watching for them on the road
and reading about the latest model in Car and Driver. Yes, I’m lusting
for a Corvette! Sales is my vehicle to my vehicle. I also want many
things for my loved ones as well. You may be saying, “How shallow!”
Yup, it is! Sorry folks, I’d love to give all my money to starving whales
but that doesn’t motivate me. The point isn’t what you want, it’s using it as a methodology of achieving your sales goals and causing
you to pop out of bed every morning. All of us have days where we
just don’t feel like hitting the bricks. All of these motivators serve as
inspiration to do just that. There should be no such thing as sales
rep burn out. Each day is different and if you’re motivated, you grab
hold of each one. Hopefully this book has served as a motivation tool
by the amount of insight you’ve gained and can apply. So lust for that
STUFF and go after it. Put a picture of it on your refrigerator! Go to
the store, dealer or mall and act like you’re really going to buy it.
Then walk out and say; “I’ll think about it.” C’mon, be a little materialistic. The water’s great!
“The emotional rollercoaster”
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Motivation is the single most elusive animal in sales. So many
reps give up because of the ups and downs. You gain customers
and occasionally lose some. The key is to keep plugging and never surrender. There will always be highs and lows; the key is to be
consistent. Move on from failure and grab hold of success. Celebrate
gaining great accounts and super deals. Rejoice with the ones you
love over accomplishments, attained goals and milestones reached.
Casual sales personnel always burn out or lose their nerve. Sales
takes work, but it is the greatest of rewards both personally and
financially. I’ve managed reps that lose their edge and hang at the
bars, golf courses or home and hope they don’t get caught. They usually do.
A doctor is motivated by helping lives and money. A lawyer loves
the victorious rush of winning a case and money. A sales rep is driven by the taste of the sales kill and money. Don’t let anyone tell you
different and don’t make apologies. If you lose the guts you can kiss
the glory good bye. If this profession was easy more people would be
choosing it. Success can be elusive but really, as you can see in this
section, a lot of it is in your attitude. A negative attitude is almost a
sure fire symptom of failure in sales. Motivated sales reps want to
be in the middle of the action and every appointment is a chance at
the Big One! Is this the way you look at your career and territory? It
better be! Stay motivated, work the day and seal the deal.
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Chapter 14
Stay Sharp

“Get a good read”
It’s imperative you continue to improve as a rep and not rest on
your laurels. New sales dynamics, philosophies and techniques are
constantly evolving. The way we do business and people’s buying
methods have changed tremendously in the last 5 years. Technology
is constantly bringing innovation to the sales dynamic. The internet has made virtually everyone an educated consumer and many
times that buyer knows what they want before they even contact
you. E-commerce in some cases has eliminated the sales rep but not
on larger purchases. The face to face sales contact will NEVER go
away. We’re human beings, and except for computer geeks that have
trouble connecting with other humans, people want a face to face
contact. The fact that you’re reading this book proves you want to
sharpen your skills and gain further education on sales dynamics.
There are some great, current sales authors and older works are
helpful as well. My one barometer determining whether I’ll read
someone’s viewpoint is evidence of a successful sales career by the
author. I find that those who have experienced the rush of hitting
big numbers have a solid insight into what it takes to be a great rep.
Often their personal practices display an application of traditional
disciplines or innovative strategies. Great ones include both. The
good thing is, most of these books are short and to the point. Great
sales gurus don’t have the time to be long winded because they’re
probably still selling something. Amass a library broken down you
can refer to into a traditional section and an innovation section. This
will be a great way to balance you sales practices and help keep an
edge. You don’t have to be an overly avid reader. Most of the works
can be read on a plane flight or a few “bathroom” reading sessions!
“Grab a seminar or two”
Sales seminars are great power up sessions. It never hurts to get
a little external motivation. The key is not to try and incorporate
every point that strikes you at a seminar. You’ll hear tons of good
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ideas. Take two or three and apply them. These seminars are not a
reason to wholesale change your approach. Tweaking a technique
or methodology can go a long way towards getting some of those
deals or accounts that have been a bit elusive. Not to mention the
opportunity to see someone excited about sales and having that rub
off on you.
Remember back a few chapters ago I stated that customers love to
buy from positive people. Seminars are a great opportunity to pump
up the volume a little bit. Your customers will sense your enthusiasm and positive energy. This creates an inclination to do business
with you. Don’t get caught in the trap of feeling you’ve heard it and
seen it all. Get your ego in check! There’s always someone better,
who has accomplished more or has a deeper understanding of the
customer. Learn from these people and understand they truly are
trying to pass on their successful practices. Take it from someone
who does seminars, I really want to help sales reps and see them
achieve greater levels of success. I would bet the vast majority of my
peers feel the same way. So check out who’s coming in town and buy
a seat. Certainly don’t miss a Seal the Deal seminar coming in town!
(Shameless plug!)
“Get around the champs”
I feel there is no more interesting way to develop my sales skills
than get around real champions of the industry. I love hearing how
they picked up a customer, beat a competitor or got creative on a
deal. You can learn more in an hour conversation with one of these
MVPs than 10 seminars combined! You need to suck up every bit of
information you can from these folks. Don’t be afraid to ask them
questions. Buy them dinner and tap them for all they’re worth. Seek
them out. Ride along with them if they’ll let you. You’ll pick up more
by accident than through all the training a no nothing manager can
give you.
They’re usually very connected as well and the collateral relationships you’ll pick up can be hidden gems. People are normally drawn
to these individuals, because of the way they nurture relationships
can be masterful. They may seem to be able to do it naturally but
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you can bet they know how to apply their trade and techniques. I’ve
never found an ACCIDENTALLY successful sales rep. Ask them to tell
you both their greatest sales successes and failures. The answer may
shock you. Don’t think you’re putting them out either. These people
tend to have healthy egos, and the fact that you’re interested in their
career will flatter them tremendously. Most of them will absolutely
talk your ear off. I must admit that I love it when sales reps ask me
how to handle a situation. It’s also flattering when they recant to me
how they applied one of my philosophies, the few I have, and got
great results. It always blows me away to hear how someone used
one of my methods and received immediate success.
Where do you find these folks? Seminars, association events,
trade shows and various venues where you find customers collecting. If you’re bold enough, go ahead and ask one to be your mentor.
They may never have been asked this up front a question before and
could say “yes” fairly easily. Try to get them to do some team selling
with you as long as you’re not direct competitors. This is another
one of those little things that can separate you from the pack. I guarantee very few of your competitors take the time to acknowledge
the value of this type of relationship. These folks are true champions
and why on earth would you not want to learn from those who have
achieved success?

“Do an honest review”
Seldom do reps take the time to regularly review their territory,
customer focus or time management. A true professional regularly
evaluates where they are in relation to where they want to go. If
you simply go day in day out doing the same things and caring for
the same customers you can get in a rut and become stale. Take a
minute to stop and make some frank observations on how you’re
running your sales territory. Ask yourself some pertinent questions.
Are you seeing customers that are worth your time and effort? You
may have customers that require a ton of your time but produce little in the way of numbers. Do you have customers you’re spending a
lot of effort on and getting nowhere? Are you geographically staying
organized or are you running all over town everyday? Answer these
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questions as honestly as possible and if you’re not maximizing your
work hours, change the formula and add customers that have strong
potential.
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Chapter 15
Attack

“No more talking”
A famous analogy in relation to jumping into the fray is that of
the baby eaglet. The chick is comfortable in the nest enjoying the
good life but at some point that which is brought to the bird is not
enough. The fragile offspring needs to fly on its own and kill its own
prey to eat. Therefore the mother eagles lines the nest with sharp,
uncomfortable thorns. The chick gets frustrated and eventually
makes the leap and learns to fly or dies.
That’s sales! You need to take everything you’ve learned and simply get out there and apply it. Throw caution to the wind and go after
your competitor’s protected jewels. You’ll never get the business if
you don’t go after it. You may as well find out fairly quickly if you’ve
got the goods or not. After you’ve gone through all the preparations
and schooled yourself enough on your product or service, go get a
customer.
Don’t expect success your first or second time out. Most traditional sales territories won’t spit out any business for 30-90 days.
This is often called the “pipeline” which is simply the temporal process of order development. Uh, I mean how long it takes to get the
biz. If you’re a bit hesitant, join the club. Everyone is! Even the best
of the best. Those that conquer that feeling and use it to propel them
are destined to be successful. So get on the street baby and knock
them dead! Oh, wait. Did I mention you need to have a strategy?
“Build an attack strategy”
Building a customer strategy will help keep your eye on the ball.
Thousands of reps have no strategy documented to go after a potential sale or account. This is not that difficult a process. You can use
your CRM program to do it but there are some certain elements that
must be included. A strong way to format this information is to design a single sheet giving the attack plan on each account you want
to go after. Yes, this takes a little time but it will save you time in
the future and give you a sense of purpose in securing a customer’s
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business. Here are the most important aspects to incorporate:
1.

Contact Info - Gotta know the basics.

2. Overall Potential - How much will they spend with all suppliers?
3. Revenue Total You Want Initially - How much can you really get?

4. Call Frequency - How often do you need to see the contact
at first?

5. Call Rotation - Set the preliminary dates you’re going to see
contact.
6. Creative Marketing - What mail and promo materials will
you send?

7. Event Marketing - What do they like and how will you attack it?
8.

Competitive Climate - Who are they buying from or seeing?

9. Peripheral Contacts - Who do you know that knows them
and can help?

These items are keys to truly, strategically attacking accounts
and customers you really want to have. By taking the time to put
this battle plan together, you’ve already one upped the majority of
your competitors. Very few reps ever take the time to plan. Many go
by the seat of their pants and hope things go well. Unfortunately, this
hit-or-miss strategy results in less than optimum performance and
in many cases discouragement followed by failure. There’s a great
old saying that rings completely true, “Those that fail to plan, can
plan to fail.” I firmly believe this axiom and I’ve seen it play out many
times.
People with great talent and energy get fried by lesser reps that
have a battle plan. Would you go into a war without a battle plan?
How about a key athletic competition without a game plan? Then
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why would you go into the competitive environment of sales without one? Put the plan together and follow it. Setting a sales strategy
is downright innovative in today’s sales landscape, even though the
process has been around since the Stone Age!
“Good to go”
I can’t think of another thing to try and cram into this book or
your head. If you follow half of what was laid out in this work you’ll
see immediate results. The problem with most reps is they get great
information in front of them and they just blow it off, feeling they’ve
got it down. They let those healthy egos get in the way of personal and professional development. This is dangerous and foolish.
There’s quite a difference between confidence, cockiness and arrogance. Confidence gives you the strength to go out and fight for your
customers. You believe in your abilities and product or service. You
know you can win because you’ve done what it takes to be successful.
Cockiness is the result of successful customer and income development. It’s okay if it serves to intimidate competitors and maximize
your confidence, as long as it doesn’t grow beyond the rate of success and is held in check. Arrogance is fatal! It tries to prove it knows
the sales dynamic better than anyone and belittles reps as well as
competitors. Usually, these folks haven’t done anything noteworthy
in their entire sales career but know how to talk a good game. They
crush up and comers to maintain their supremacy only to crash and
burn. They elevate themselves in the companies they work for till
those companies discover they really are non-producers and people
trashers. Avoid these people like the plague! They will not help you
achieve your goals.
Well, you’re all set. I truly hope this book has helped you whether
you’re a rookie or seasoned veteran. If it has, e-mail me! I’d love to
hear about it. Check out the results of personal sales evaluation at
the end of this book. Don’t freak out if you didn’t score well but do be
honest with yourself concerning the choice of sales as a career. All
tests are pretty subjective but this one is pretty darn basic.
Remember, you’re not sellin’, they’re buyin’! My goal in writing
this book was to save young reps some steps and bring some inno71

vation to the tried and true veterans. Regardless of which category
you fall into, you’ve chosen an incredible career path. It can be lucrative, personally rewarding and most FUN! If you don’t have any fun,
why do it? Most of all, be sure to seal the deal!
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Sales Analysis Key:
1.
a.) 5 pts.
b.) 3 pts.
2.
a.) 2 pts.
b.) 5 pts.
3.
a.) 3 pts.
b.) 1 pt.
4.
a.) 5 pts.
b.) 1 pt.
5.
a.) 1 pt.
b.) 3 pts.
6.
a.) 2 pts.
b.) 5 pts.
7.
a.) 5 pts.
b.) 1 pt.
8.
a.) 1 pt.
b.) 3 pts.
9.
a.) 2 pts.
b.) 3 pts.
10. a.) 5 pts.
b.) 2 pts.
11. a.) 1 pt.
b.) 5 pts.
12. a.) 2 pts.
b.) 3 pts.
13. a.) 1 pt.
b.) 3 pts.
14. a.) 5 pts.
b.) 2 pts.
15. a.) 1 pt.
b.) 5 pts.
16. a.) 2 pts.
b.) 5 pts.
17. a.) 1 pt.
b.) 5 pts.
18. a.) 2 pts.
b.) 1 pt.
19. a.) 2 pts.
b.) 3 pts.
20. a.) 1 pt.
b.) 2 pts.

c.) 2 pts.
c.) 3 pts.
c.) 5 pts.
c.) 3 pts.
c.) 5 pts.
c.) 1 pt.
c.) 2 pts.
c.) 5 pts.
c.) 1 pt.
c.) 3 pts.
c.) 2 pts.
c.) 5 pts.
c.) 2 pts.
c.) 1 pt.
c.) 3 pts.
c.) 3 pts.
c.) 3 pts.
c.) 5 pts.
c.) 5 pts.
c.) 5 pts.

d.) 1 pt.
d.) 1 pt.
d.) 2 pts.
d.) 2 pts.
d.) 2 pts.
d.) 3 pts.
d.) 3 pts.
d.) 2 pts.
d.) 5 pts.
d.) 1 pt.
d.) 3 pts.
d.) 1 pt.
d.) 5 pts.
d.) 3 pts.
d.) 2 pts.
d.) 1 pt.
d.) 2 pts.
d.) 3 pts.
d.) 1 pt.
d.) 3 pts.

Rating Scale:
Level 1: “Fine Tune” 80-100 points (You’re in good shape!)
Level 2: “Need Work” 60-79 points (You need key disciplines.)
Level 3: “Melt Down” 0-59 points
(You need an overhaul!)
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Dedication
This book is dedicated to those I love. First of all, my Creator, followed closely by the one who had to endure this whole “book thing”
process! Thanks my beautiful Stephanie! Right behind her are the
5 jewels of my life: Cory (the actor), Keith (the rock), Kelsey (the
princess), Cameron (the cool) and Tyler (the brilliant)! These are
the true inspirations and motivators in my life.
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